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Dedication
Karen Santos

Mrs. Santos deserves to be recognized

for all the work that she has done this

year as well as all of the past years. Most

of you know her as the lady who works

in the language lab. But working in the

language lab is just the start of what she does. Mrs. Santos has

helped out with the Tournament of Plays production and she is the

advisor for the Best Buddies program at Bedford High School.

She is also the advisor for the yearbook. This year she did not have

Mrs. Allen at her side to coordinate the yearbook staff. She has done

everything on her own. Mrs. Santos is an inspiration. She grew up in

Bedford and attended BHS, and now she has thrown her heart into

helping the students. No one knows how she balances it all. She is

always on the move and manages to get everything done, all while

keeping a smile on her face! And her style... amazing! Mrs. Santos is

always so "put together" with matching jewelry to accessorize.

Without Mrs. Santos, there would be no Best Buddies program or no

yearbook! So we are very lucky to have her here at BHS!

Marcia Burns Mittler Gene Amico Joe Zahka

Mrs. Burns Mittler has left BHS with over

10 years of service. She has taught algebra

and was involved with the school to careers

program. As well as the CASE program

here at Bedford High. She took charge of

the community service program. Mrs Burns

was also the department head of the

occupational education department. Her

service to the school community and

helping others will be missed.

Mr. Amico, after many years

at BHS, has decided to retire.

He was committed to leading

directed study classes at the

high school for over 10 years.

Good luck Mr. Amico!

/

Mr. Zahka will be retiring this year

after teaching at Bedford High for

over 10 years. He has taught

physics as well as engineering

classes. He also has been involved

with the Bedford science team. His

contribution to the science

department will be greatly nissed.
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Best of luck everyone!
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Editor in Chief n
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SENIORS
Class of201
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"If you had to think of one specific memory from all of High School

what would it be? Think about the stressful nights of homework,

History Fair, SATs/ ACTs, and that test you failed. Think about Prom,

Senior Scavenger Hunt, your accomplishment in sports and all your

other successes throughout the years. Can you come up with one

specific memory? I hope not, because High School is the sum total

of all of those memories, that's what makes it so profound, that's

what has prepared us for the next chapter in our lives."

'Once a Buccaneer, Always a Buccaneer

Your Class President,

Ben Driscoll

Left to Right: Jeff Taylor (Treasurer), Tess Gong (Vice

President), Ben Driscoll (President), Pei-Yun Chu (Secretary)
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Future Plans

Julie Hamilton

Merrimack College

Julie will be staying close to

home while she studies at

Merrimack. She plans to

major in education with a

minor in special education.

Good luck Julie!

Diana Coady

Keene State College

Diana will be attending

her first choice school,

Keene State in New
Hampshire. Leaving town

will give her a chance to

experience life beyond

Bedford. Good luck!

Lexi Ugelow

After high school, Lexi plans

to take a year off altoLtravel,

She is excited to

next few monl

Europe with

Bon vojKg<

Leah Choquette

California-bound as she

heads acrq^ the country for college.

;njoy the sunshine with

ig close by. Leah wants to

psychology in school. Best

of luck and enjoy the sunshine!

Noel Zamot

United States Air Force Academy

Noel will proudly be attending the

United States Air Force Academy

in Colorado Springs next year. He

also plans to major environmental

engineering. Noel is ambitious,

dedicated and will makg everyone

very proud of his



Ben Driscoll

Elon University

After graduation, our senior class president

is saying goodbye to MA, to study at Elon

University in North Carolina. He is majoring

in Communications, while minoring in

marketing and leadership studies. Ben's

dedication throughout high school will take

him very far in the future.

HARVARD
UNIVERSITY

Ronia Hurwitz

Harvard University

Ronia is proudly heading off

to Harvard next fall. Even

though she has applied

undecided, she is leaning

towards a major in economics.

She will be successful no

matter what path she chooses!

Kira Perzel Mandell

College of William and Mary

Kira is excited to attend her

first choice college in Virginia

next year. Kira plans to major

in biology during her time at

this "public ivy" school. She

is also considering minors in

math, psychology, theater and

French. Best of luck!

Miranda Skurla

Lafayette College

Miranda is headed to Pennsylvania to play

ball. She has been recruited to play Dl

softball as a Lafayette leopard. Miranda also

plans on majoring in neuroscience.

Congratulations!



Martin Goldschmidt & Pei-Yun Chu Tess Gong & Ben Driscoll



Awesome Athletes Best Bromance

Mike Dushman & Miranda Skurla Big Si* : âte Walters, Mike Hayes^R)b
Donahue, Cam Smith, Greg Hickox & Tom Sands

Cutest Couple Dazzling Dressers

A
Ml

Michaele McGregor & Martin Goldschmidt Tenzin Choezom & Kevin Altschuler t ti

'



Enchanting Eyes Fantastic Fans

Diana Coady & Chris Khoury Analisa Chap & Cam Smith

^ Goofiest Giggle ^ ^ Greatly Gullible Incredibly Intelligent

Afipole Battaglia & Olan Abner Kevin Lu & Lauren Johnson Nick Chapman & Kate Johnson



Lexi Ugelow & Ramzy Omar

Jacob Donahue & Cydni Burton

Cassi Hayes & Joey Towle



Kevin Li & Briana Champion Kayla (Bean) Miller & Eric (Bear) Pappas

Seriously Sarcastic Superb Singers

>| |Evan Dombkowski & Maddie O'Connell Dakota Fox-Tree McGrath & Catherine Donato



Probably Partying Raddest Rides

Brennan LaGrassa & Kaitlin Buccolo Joey Zampell & Alaina Greaney

^ Sweetest Smile ^ Theatrically Thriving f ^ Totally Talkative
J

Wesley Osborne & Victoria Barry Evan Dombkowski & Becky Klein Ashley Sarra &
Josh Blakel



Most likely to...

live with 1 00 cats: Andrea Mack

join the NBA: Allister Williams

be tvveeting: Rebecca
McDermott

voice a singing Disney character: Becky Klein

rule the world: Sean Hines

become vegan: Hannah Kineh

gr
„„o,d«oge*e,N,*Ch»pmanand PW,P Hamson

work at Sephora: Isabella Barbati

get married and overthrow the gov't: joe Neveux and Hayden Ba

become famous: Sierra Cossingham

show up late with Starbucks in her hand: Malika Sud

to be distracted by puppies: Demetra Green

uer



win an

become a sports broadcaster: Jeff Taylor

be reading: Patsy Gavelek

be late to her own funeral: Mikaela Parent!

award for their editing: Dan Anderson and Maria Ren

become a professional dancer: Michaela Simoneau

be the next Shakira: Carina Kidd

sing an opera: Natalie Vatcher

start her own organization: Elle Labitt

be at a Bruins game: Andi Marchesini

say hi to you in the hallway: Tina Unwalla

37















JUNIORS
' Class of2015

"We did it, 201 5! We made it through the notorious junior year —

we triumphed in our toughest classes, endured endless test

preparation, and survived many sleepless nights. Now, all that stands

between us and adulthood is senior year. The daunting task of

somehow determining our "future plans" is right around the corner.

Yes, we must face this future with the enthusiasm and ambition that

we have gained from BHS and from each other. But while we busy

ourselves looking forward at what lies ahead, let us not forget to

continue to laugh together, to cheer together, and to enjoy our final

moments at BHS, together. We only have one year left, one year left

to leave our legacy. Let's make it a great one. Have a wonderful

summer, and thank you all for an incredible year!"

- Emily Moss, Class President





LO

CM

o

Taylor Adams
Megan Albrecht

Aspen Alexander

Madeline Allen

Dottie Arsenault

Besher Assi

Jacqueline Baer

Alberto Baez

Lauren Banister

Sinclair Barbehenn

Allison Barnes

Gabrielle Barnes

Gregory Barry

Thomas Bartkus

Hayley Bayen

Rachel Bianco

Linda Bittenson

Reginald Blanchard

Jordan Bowen

Kierstin Brevvton

Amanda Brown

Emily Brown

Juliette Brown



Danae Bucci

Kristen Bullock

Jeffrey Burke

Amanda Busn

Cheyenne Butler

Noah Byington

Matthew Garella

Victoria Casey

I nk. is Cevetello

Maxwell Chang

Austin Chap
Alex Chen

Eric Chen
Victor Chen

Philip Cho

Yubin Choi ||
Jake Citrano

Olivia Citrano

Anna Clerkin

Amanda Cohen

Daniel Cohl

Andrew Col

Kevin Cowll

David Dalc<|

Anshuman

Nathaniel

(illian Degrd

Brianna De|

Bailey Derr

Hervintz De



lonika Dharanipragada

)ohn Dickinson Meltz

Erin Dietz

Arianna Dines

Nicole Doherty

Liam Doyle

Colleen Dunlea

Krystel Duverne

Hannah Ellen

Ashlynn Evans

Emma Ferguson

Brendan Flynn

Taylor-)anell Forde

Emily Foster

Indigo Fox Tree-McGrath

LO Savannah Fox Tree-McCrath

Taylor Fronk

Kelli Gagnon

Brenna Gildea

Adam Gilman

Brenna Gonsalves

Daniela Gonzalez

Timothy Goodhue

David Goodrich

Connor Green

George Guay

Clayton Hafer



Gina Han
Brad Hegarty

Nathaniel Heitsch

Sarah lliggins

Jonathan Ho

Dylan Hooper

Brian Hopkins

Abraham Huerd

Natalie Hoggins

Acldie Hurwitz

Kirstin Imsong

Rebecca Inz

Courtney Isnor

Brooke Jameson

Wilnie lean

Benjamin Johnson

Casandra (oseph

Matthew fudge

Mary Kalb 1
Yassir Kanane

Neil KC
Aisling Kea

Jamal Khat

Cabrielle K
Sevanna Ki

Tayana Kin

Lea Kriesb

Allyson Ku

Kristen Ku

Olivia Kyle



Rebecca Labitt

Matthew Laferriere

Rory Lavery

Alexis Lee

April Lee

Megan Leesha

Branson Leonard

Jianna Lin

Deanna Lobo

Brittany Long

Michael Luczai

Erica Luniewicz

Alexis Lusty

Nathaniel Macht-Greenberg

Michael Mahoney

CM

O

Ethan Miller

Malayah Montgomery

Justine Morgan

Ethan Morris

Emily Moss
Tiffany Mota

Abigail Munoz
Andrea Ning



Brian Nugent

Chidimma Nwodoh
)arcd Olmeda
Oliver Pang

Mark Paiz

Caroline Parella

Suzan Parisse

Cora Parrish

Kylie Patterson

Laura Pearson

Samantha Petri

Jacqueline Pinney

Ryan Place

Pakin Pongcheewin

Jessica Radio

Rebecca Reubenstein

Kayla Riley i

Yvette Rivera

Brianna Robinson

Chantay Robinson

Naomi Robinson

Leah Rosel^H
)esika Rubii

Jessica Rut

Keara Russl

Meghan Ry|

Master Sar

Kelly Saunc

Hayley Scad

Natalie Schl



Noah Schmitz

)ontel Scott

Nisa Seme
Dana Shahar

Andrew Shpyrko

Isaac Singer

Jessica Singletary

Aaron Sisneros

Rebecca Smith

Theresa Soldan

Tiffany So

Benjamin Sollecito

Andrew Spaulding I

Kaera Spencer-Peterson

Meghan Stanley

LO

°

CD

Dorothy Walsh

Michelle Wang
Alexis Wangari

Roy Watson-Badell I

Jennie Weaver
Cassandra Wentzell

Peter Whallon

Kyle Whitby



Jennifer Zhang

Benjamin D'Ambra

Ik* m _
jj

Autographs

Anthony Wilson

Devon Wilson

Riana Wirthlin

Daniel Witte

Kin-On Wong

Megan Wynters

Stephanie Yan

Connor Young

Sophia Zacharakis

Cameron Zamot



SOPHOMORES
Class of201
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"As we, the class of 201 6, approach the halfway point of

our high school experience, I find myself constantly amazed

and inspired by what are class has done. Whether through

the arts, music, athletics, or academics, the class of 2016

has already proved that it is extraordinary. I am incredibly

proud of what we've accomplished in our first two years,

and I know the next two will be even better."

Your class president,

- Mike Barr





Chad Abraham

Robert Ackerman

Christopher Adamik

Samir AM Ahmad
Otto Altmann

Taylor Anderson

Elizabeth Antuna

Jonathan Anzuoni

Benjamin Arnold

Rachel Arnold

Michael Barkan

Joseph Barmashi

Ryan Barnes

Michael Barr

Luke Barry

Ruddy Bernabel

Tyler Billouin

Benjamin Biswas

Cabriella Bosco

Alexa Bouman

Haroon Bukhari

Haylee Butler

Richay Camillo

Connor Catanzano



Rachel Chase

Susan Colon

Aaron Cook
Karina Cooper

Hope Corey

Marko Deperalta

Adrina Dervisevic

Alijah Dotson

Michael Duane
Samuel Dushman

Christopher En

Caitlen Epperson

IVtili Ezekiel

Katherine Falzone

Alexander Ferrari

Edward Fitzgerald

Jacqueline Fougere

Joshua Fournier

Ryan Frye
|

Juliette Cale

Sabine Gal^

Gwen Cardl

Jayla Garvei

Franklin Ge

Anthony Ge

Linsey Giles

Daniel Goel

Lauren Grai

Gabrielle Gl

Jake Grymel





Austin I eonard

Carrie Li

Benjamin I inatser

Tyli;r Lussier

Monet Lyons

Nicole Maclellan

Olivia Maclellan

Christine Madden
Joseph Manship

Bianca Marcello

Kelly Marshall

Carly Martin

Matthew Maschio

Alexander Mascoli

Delaney Meyer

Sara Milanc

Evan Millar

Avi Miller

Eliza Miller

Daniel Mo

Kaitlin Ne
Sarah Nosa

Wesley Nu
Finn CT Cor

Thomas CT

Andrew CT

Khani Ogle

Joseph Ok
Gwendolyr

Tarjany Pa



Nicholas Parenti

Crace Park

Rodney Payton

Abby Pellegrino

jessica Perez

Matthew Peroni

Erin Pimentel

Antonia Pinckney

Nicole Powell

Jacob Rancourt

Elizabeth Regan

Andrew Rhodes

Ryan Rhodes

Emily Ricci

Peter Richards
|

Julie Ringuette

Sarah Rogalski

Jordan Rogers

Jameson Rooney

William Rosinski

Trenton Sanders

Shamil Santos

Milan Shah

Evan Shamim



Karthik Sharma

Alyssia Smith

Vitoria Soares

Zaohary Somers

Benjamin Stacey

Fritz Stadtlander

Emma Stein

Jeremiah Suburu

Edaaja Sutton

Bethany Swaim

Filippo Tazzi

john Thompson
Matthew Timperio

John Tomsicek

Alexa Torres

Bridget Tovvle

Samuel Trainer

Isabel Tribett

James Turner

Vishnu Varada

Erin Venutil

t than Vidvarthy

Brian VieiraH

Michael Wallace

Candace Walsh

Zachary Wa
Samuel Wa
Carly Weav
Laura Wei

Kathrynn

'

61







FRESHMEN
Class of201
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"Dear Class of 201 7,

Our freshmen year has been successful beyond belief and I want to

give thanks to everyone who has supported our cause. I am confident we

can make a smooth transition into Sophomore year with as much or more

success than we had this year. We are privileged to work with such a

wonderful class, and I foresee great things in the upcoming years. I am

truly glad that I get to spend the next three years with the awesome class

of 201 7."

Thanks,

-Taiga Okada (Class President)





Melanie Albrecht

Bradford Aldrich

Ava Altmann

Luc-Alexander Angulo

David Appelbaum

Kai Arsenault

Arianna Austin

Felicia Barber

Rachel Barbieri

Emily Barga

David Bartkus

Emma Battaglia

Brianna Beasley

Kyra Bemis

Joanna Binney



Elizabeth Carter

Jaden Celentano

Rohin Chatterjee

Da-jin Chu

Julia Clarke

Ian Clausing

Matthew Clement

Henry Coady

Charles Cook
Melanie Cordero

Alexis Cormier

Timothy Cowen
John Coyne

Sarah Craven

Jamie Croston

Jessica Croteau

Jonathan Dalcourt

Vincent DeflH
Chloe Demello

Janelle Deneau

Felicia Doal

Daniel Dohl

Caitlin Doo|

Colin Doyle

Stephen Dr

Jake Eliasorj

Savannah

Kevin Engel

Kyle Fan C R

Nathan Fise

67





Isabella Henderson

Miles Henderson

Jaela Heywood
David Huang

Kimberly Jansen

Juwon )eon

Allison Jew

Isak Johnson

Luisiano Jones

Sparsh Joshi

Tyler Kalinske

Douglas Kang

I Nicole Kennedy

Joana Khatib

Hannah Kilroy

Philip Kimmell

Thomas Kimmell

Alison Klein

Benjamin Klein

Ayoko Kponou

Zachary Kreiter

Benjamin Krusemark

Jennifer Kudenchak

James I evangie

Jack Macphee

Robert Madden
Brandon Maddin

Mary Manning

Sasha Manocha
Jeanette Manship





I rinity Ouelette

rristan Paredes

Aayushi Parekh

Joshua Parrella

Michael Pataki

Shreya Patel

Kelsie Patterson

jordan Perzel Mandell

Sonia Presti

Kaitlyn Proulx

Emma Pulizzi

Samuel Rackey

Michael Richard

Maeve Rogers

Abbey Rosier

Meredith Roy

)ake Rubenskas

Hannah Rubin

)ared Rushanan

Gillian Russell

Samuel Rya

Yulian Santl

Ryan Sarra

I homas Scanlon

Ethan Schaliek

Grayson Sel

Zariful Shai

Zane Sharkawy

Cameron SI

Alex Shpyrlj



CM

Jason Singletary

Francesca Solitro

Zachary Stevens

Alyssa Stroup

Parker Taggard

Christopher Taggart

Camilla Tazzi

Alina Thopurathu

David Timperio

Natalie Tomeh

o

Derek Tremblay

)aclyn Unumb
Ivan Vegner

Corinne Vient

Cooper Wait

Conor Wisentaner

Darius Withrow

Kin-Yi Wong
Jessica Wright :;
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Administration

Welcome to

Bedford High School

Kristen Vogel- Asst. Principal

Henry Turner- Principal

Kate Boynton- Asst. Principal

Athletic Trainer

Amanda Rabesa

LABBB

METCO

Left to right: Percy Napier, Kathy

VanKuileburg, Akil Mondesir

Athletic Director

Keith Mangan

Left to right: Eileen Wagner, Aleta Devane>

Kate Sussman, Larry Sheinfeld

JROTC

Left to right:

Captain Richard Carson,

Chief Christopher Edris

English

74

Left to right:

Brenda Wells, Tina Langone, Kim
Ganley,Bill Brincklow,Krissy Shannon, Tara

Armstrong , Dave Sainato

Back Left: Chris Zellner, Dan Niven, Jane Harvey,Kristen Tocci,

Second: Patti Messenger, Joel Hebert,Peter Jacob-Dolan,Christine

Walker-Magoon,Sarah Kane MaryLou Sallee,

Front: Timothy Dolan, Bill Berlino



Foreign Iianguast

Back left:

Osvaldo Meji'a, Lisa Flannery, Barbara Barnett,

Angela Allen, Emily Antul, Karen Santos

Front left:

Dana Curran,Kim Alexander,Lisa Taub,Cmta

Laurencio

Ashley Martell, Katie Anderson, Jim Byrnes,

Kristofer(Gunnar) Olson, Carrie Taylor, Jackie

Supprise, Susan Dowler

hitchen

Left to right:

Denise Terenzoni,Kim Santos, Pam Green, Nancy

DAndragora, Jane Higgins, Gail Hannon

uidance

Left to right:

Charles Alperin,Margie Harris, Janel Halupowski,

Nancy Powell, Karen Ford, Alison Lohrum, Brian

DeChellis,Kristen Milano, Diane Ryan

Computer Technology

Back row: Max Turkewitz, Nick

Kapotsis, Rob Newell

Front: Will McColl, Colleen Murrray,

Bill Rimsa , Donna Clements

Custodians

Back left: Paul Fitzgerald, Lucas Taddeo, Dina

AAnadragora

Front left: Sherm Primmerman, Kevin Hogan, Edwin

Nadeau, Peter Lazaris

75



Librarians

Jeanne Smyth, Bernadette MacDonald

Left to Right:

Kim Comeiro, Justine Flora, Colleen Irving , Christine

Larimore, Dotty Blake, Amanda Faulkner,Marcia Burns-

Mittler, Jessica Schulte

Front:

Chittur Venkatesh,Patrick Morrisseyjesse Dixjerry Peters

N*JVUAAC g

L

Nancy Thorsen

Tacbixn-lagy IntBgratimx SpBcialist

)oe Stanley

Back left:

Richard Herbst, John O'Connor, Sean McCowan, Michael

Griffinjoe Zahka, Scott Stief

Front left:

Beth Billouin,Lisa Morrison, Liana Heldman,Lisa

Wolf,Heather Kurzman,Sarah Leshay

Office £met&tiei

16

Left to right:

Brenda Cella,Karen Poli, Laurie Venuti,

Donna Higson



Social Studies 'frozen raging waters"

Rich Donnelly, Dennis Walsh, Elizabeth Goetschius, David

Boschetto, Lisa Predaina, John Wysokoski,Tova Margolis, Milena

Rosecan,Christine Butler, James Sunderland, Pat Culhane

Left to right:

Evan Grunwald, Katrina Faulstich,Phil

Maffa, Jim Felker, Nicole O'Toole

SpecW Educafion

Back left: Carly Brogan, Christina 0'Donnell,Cassie Dresser,Lael Piehl,Breena

Daniel,Nicole Stewart,Katie Cardinaljake Sullivan,Cia Gisone,Christopher

Wiley,Michael Poe, Shawn Daley,Marianne Vines

Front:Deb Savarino,Amy Barnesjennifer WolfTami Toomey,Victoria Breslin

ELLIReading

Left to right:

Sue Rozen, Katie Cardinal

Skill Center

Left to right: Mon Luke, Jerry Freedman,

Deb Sakelakos, Carol Twombly

77



Tenacity Challenge

Tenacity Challenge is a scholarship competition for

teams of Latino and African American students from

the greater Boston area high schools. Its a way for

people from different backgrounds to come together!

in a positive way.

FTW









G-SQUAD STEP TEAM

"I am a member of a team, and I rely on the team,

I defer to it and sacrifice for it, because the team,

not the individual, is the ultimate champion/'

- Mia Hamm

"When a team outgrows individual performance and

learns team confidence, excellence becomes a reality/'

- )oe Paterno









Athletic Achievements

DCL Champions, North D4 Champions

& D4 State Semi-Finalists

D3 North Finalists

Football: Olan Abner, Mike Hayes, Billy Eliason, Field Hochey: Rebecca McDermott,

Bobby McDonald, Ryan Clasby, Aaron Lee, Kevin Allen Allison Barnes, Mary Kalb

Golf: Ben Johnson, John Dickinson MelRoys Soccer: Mike Dushman, Stephen Frazier, Dan
Anderson, Peter Whallon

Girls Soccer: Maya Biswas, Julie Hamilton

Cheerleading: Isabella Barbati

Volleyball: Colleen Smith, Sophie Zacharakis

Girls Cross Country: Erin Dietz, Nicole

MacLellan

liOljS Cross Country: Sam Bradford



Made States

Tournament

Kicked our rival

Concord-Carlisle

(CC) out of the

tournament!

DCL Champions

North Semi-Finalists

Samantha Cowan

1,000 points

"Each year it is always a great accomplishment to

make the state tournament. Coming out of a season of

close wins and tough losses. Battling alongside your

teammates in front of your school and town is a

feeling that can not be replicated in any other way.

Good luck to the future Buccaneer hockey teams."

-Derek Koundakjian (Captain)

9 ® 0

North Semi-Finalists

BOIJS Basketball: Allister Williams, Ben Johnson

Girls Basketball: Alaina Greaney, Sam Cowan,

Amanda Cohen, Kristen Bullock

Hockeij: Dan Wentzell, Matt Barbieri, Brendan

Flynn, Matt Judge

Shi: Sarah Higgins

Indoor Track: Sam Bradford, Elliana Boebel,

Danae Bucci

ft
L







"It was a tough season, but we came together as a

team and really bonded. We plan to keep working

harder this summer, and the results will show next

john Dickinson Meltz (co-captain)season.

11



Field Hockey

"We came out of this season as a

stronger program, a team that had fun

together regardless of what the

scoreboard read."

- Sarah Regan (co-captain)

"From practice to team dinners

and games, we all built a

friendship and became not only a

team, but a family. This is an

unforgettable season. I will miss

you all, good luck next year!"

- Lauren Johnson (co-captain)



"The volleyball team had a really succes

made it the furthest ever in tournament play, making it to tht

semi-finals. I am so proud of all the girls. We really came

together as a team and I couldn't be happier with the

results."

- Co-Captain Sophie Zacharakis





cute
CrosS

County ••





Girls Soccer

"This season we came together as more than just a team, but a

family. We made so many memories and had so much fun on

and off the field. With the turf being built this year we will

always be able to say that we were the first girls soccer team to

ever play on the turf! "-Maya Biswas (Co-Captain)



"This season proved that our team is

improving and growing. From tying CC

our rival. To really becoming a team on

and off the field. We succeeded this year

and are planning on doing even better

next year."

-Aisling Keane (Co-Captain)



Boys Soccer

"This past season we valued playing together and as a team. This

made for a very successful season bringing us to the North Final

in the State tournament." - Stephen Frazier (Co-Captain)

"\ wish the season would never end, it would be great to go

back and beat Watertown." - Dan Anderson (Co-Captain)





Q: Most Memorable Moments?

- Winning drive against Lynnfield

- Overtime win against Pentucket

- Olan Abner

- The Lynnfield game. Everyone

worked their hardest. We scored

with 8 seconds left on the clock.

- Bobby McDonald



Q: What was it like being captain?

"Always playing as a team made the process

easier" - Olan Abner

"A huge honor for me to lead my team. A very

good experience". - Bobby McDonald

Q: What will you miss?

"Going to the locker room on game day

and seeing Aaron Lee getting ready. Olan

singing. Tom Sands coming in late.'

- Bobby McDonald

"Walking into the locker room and

seeing my friends".

- Olan Abner 'jm >* "'JM'



Fall Cheerleading



Winter Cheerleading





Rifle Team

"Shooting requires a level of self control far above any other

sport. You must be able to focus all of your mental and

physical activity, to include breath control, to the task at hand

for every shot." - Captain Carson











Girls Basketball





Boys Basketball





junior Varsity and Freshmen Teams

Girls Junior Varsity Basketball Junior Varsity Volleyball



Boys Junior Varsity Basketball Boys Freshmen Football



Wrestling

y

i







Gold Keys:

Kevin Altschuler

Kyra Bemis

Abby Bosco

Juwon Jeon

Jatalia Soares

Gwen Gardner

Chris Iwany

Alexa Vafiades

Honorable Mentions:

Analisa Chap

Victor Chen

Martin Goldschmidt

Xiu Xiu Lobosco

Keara Russell

Victoria Soares





T.O.P Winners
Advisor's Award for Dedication:

Freshmen: Felicia Barber and Darius Withrow

Sophomores: Chris Bowers

Juniors: Michael Mahoney

Seniors: Michaela Simoneau

Special Judges Awards:

Best Set: Freshman

Noteworthy Performance: Sophia Kyrou

Noteworthy Performance: Chris Adamik

*

Best New Actress: Alicia Mortenson

Best New Actor: Nate Fisette

Best Supporting Actress: Hayden Bauer

Best Supporting Actor: Joe Neveux

Best Actress: Sierra Cossingham

Best Actor: Evan Dombkowski

Best Original Script: Seniors

Best Stagecraft: Seniors

Best Ensemble: Freshmen

Best Production: Seniors

I



Reno Sweeney....

Billy Crocker....

Hope Harcourt.

Lord Evelyn Oakleigh

Erma ...

Moonface Martin

Mrs. Evangeline Harcourt.

Elisha Whitney....

Purser....

Captain....

Sister Mary Lul

Sister Mary John

Fred (bartender)..

Henry T. Dobsen, a minister

Reporters ...

News Photographer....

FBI Agents.

Old Lady in a Wheelc

Sailor Quartet

3w
ft % *





Stage Crew
lr -

ij 'Anything Qoes

Ordinal 'Book By Wodebcuse ft £uy Bofam and rfovard Lmdsay A- 'Russet Crouse

tQw 'Book Icy -ftmottty Croux & Jofm VJtidman

"Produced through specialarrangement with •Tams-Witmark] "Music Library, fhi

Stage Manager

Jeff Taylor

Stage Crew

Patsy Gavelek

Marty Goldschmidt

Stephen Kaufmann
Michaele McGregor

Evan Millar

Jackie Nguyen
Julie Ringuette

Maggie Rubin

Vanya Vegner

Jason Wang

Tech Crew

Chris Bowers

Ben Carroll

Leo Goldschmidt

Connor Wisentaner



Advanced Choir

Treble Choir

BUCAPPELLA

BellaChords
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Best Buddies
"The vision of Best Buddies is for the organization to go out of

business. Many people may think having a vision like that

would be bad but to the Best Buddies Organization, that means

success. Best Buddies wants people with intellectual and

developmental disabilities (IDD) to be accepted and not

excluded in the world only because of their differences. Now
information about our very own chapter. Without a doubt this

year has been one of the best for our Best Buddies chapter.

There are over 100 members, 30 matches, and hundreds of

people that participated in the Spread the Word to End the

Word campaign. Our fantastic officer core this year were able

to put together great events that ranged from glow in the dark

bowling to bingo parties. Best Buddies is a club where not only

are you changing people's lives, but those very people are

changing your life as well." - Ben Driscoll (President)

I

Ben Driscoll - President

Elle Labitt - Vice President

Josh Blakeley - Secretary

Arianna Dines & Indigo FTM -

Event Coordinators

Faith Kim - Treasurer

Savannah FTM & Lauren Winn -

Bulletin Board Coordinators

Christian McNulty - Photographei

Taylor Anderson - Officer Aid



"Best Buddies is the highlight of my

day. The kids I work with like you

unconditionally and accept you for

who you are. Best Buddies and

working in LABBB have been the best

part of my high school career."

- Elle Labitt (Vice President)
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Spanish Club
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Broadcastin<
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Robotics Host
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Principle's Advisory

Committee



History Team ^IwCT LeaguT

Envin nl Club Unicef
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Year

Back row (left to right): Sami Gilbert, Sadida Harris-Carvalho,

Gigi Ogletree, Alexis Lusty, Carly Martin, Julie Ringuette

Front row (left to right): Jacqui Baer, Jordan Bowen,

Ann MacDonald, Elliana Boebel, Jason Wang

Missing: Tristan Paredes, April Lee, Gwen Orav, Nicole Powell.

Fritz Stadtlander



Twitter

Trends

Instagram

1
Frozen Yogurt **>T

Wicked(£*l Panera
4 >

Peplum

Leggings Scarves & Sweaters

BREAD

Chipotle

CHIPOTLE
MEXICAN GRILL

Candy Crush
F,aPpy Bird

a

035OB^

Lululemon

Riding Boots

UUDL
The Hunger Games series

r ,

Walking Dead Breaking Bad__

Br eskms

The Great Gatsby

^ Great
Gatsby



Looking back...

Boston Marathon

Bombing

4.15.13

Government Shutdown

] 6 days impa

m.lhonsof
people an

cost billions of dollars

2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi

Former CIA and NSA employee,

Edward Snowden, leaks classified

government surveillance program

information to the public
*L Iflt I II 1

US finishes second, behind
Russia, with 28 medals



Red Sox win

20 I 3 World Series

Death of Paul Walker

9.12.73-1 1.30.13

Fast & Furious

Death of Nelson Mandela

7/18/18-12/5/13

Conflict in Syria

rgff SV(Ti

Thousands killed in riots

Apartheid Revolutionary Qay Marriage

The legalization of gay

marriage continues to slowly

spread through the country 3



Seniors & Siblings

This is the first and

only time these

seniors will have to

share the hallways

with their freshmen

siblings...





Baby Pictures

& Senior Thanks

Ryan Abele

I would like to thank my parents for absolutely

every thing they have done for me throughout

my life. Devon, although I like to give you a

hard time, it comes from a place of love and

I'm lucky to have you as a sister. To my
friends who I've been able to share these past

four years with, thank you for the laughter and

times we spent together. I would also like to

thank the teachers who have inspired and

enlightened me. especially Mr. Hebert. Thank

you to everyone who has supported and

guided me through high school, as I wouldn't

have been able to do it without you. Good luck

to everyone in the class of 2014 as we go

forward in our lives. "Let's ride!" - Nicolas

Cage.

Moise Abety Kevin Altschuler

Thanks to the great staff of BHS, my parents

and friends for helping me get here.

Thanks

Daniel Anderson
Thank you to everyone who has been a part of

my high school career. These past four years

have been so much fun. Thank you family,

you have helped me through both good and

bad times and helped me transform into the

person I am today. Without you, I would not

be where I am now, wjiether it be school, or

sports. Also, thank you to my close friends and

to all of the players on the soccer team.

Through tough losses and clutch victories, you

have always been there both on and off the

field. Once again, thank you everyone for

making high school so much fun!

Isabella Barbati

My high school experience here at BHS has

been amazing and I can't believe that It's

coming to an end. This is for the people who
have contributed to making this experience as

good and memorable as it has been. To my
friends, thank you all for being there for me in

my times of need and making me laugh when I

needed a smile, a special thank you to Sierra

Cossingham for being the best friend I could

ask for. To all of my teachers, thank you for

helping me gain knowledge and experiences

that will help me when I go to college and

after that out in the real world. To my
boyfriend, thank you for putting up with me
and being so caring even when I'm difficult

and need homework help. Last but not least, to

my parents and brother, thank you guys for all

you do for me and your support throughout

everything, without you I would not be the

person I am today. I love you all, and thanks

again.

Matthew Barbieri

High School has been the time of my life,

from winning big hockey games with the boys

to just kicking it with the zone. I will never

forget these days of my life. I don't think I

would be where I am today if it wasn't for my
parents support. I'd like to thank my mom for

keeping me on track and my dad for

encouraging me to be a better person every

day. Rachel, have fun in high school. Chris,

Justin, Rick, Mike, Kevin, Jeff, Adrian and

Adam- you guys will always be my best

friends, we've done it all. To the hockey team,

you guys are my brothers.

Zone 4

Victoria Barry

There aren't enough words to express my
sincere gratitude towards everyone who has

made my high school journey an unforgettable

one. Thanks to God, for guiding me in the

right direction and allowing me to encounter

remarkable people along the way. Mom&
Dad: I thank you from the bottom of my heart

for the endless support that you have provided

me throughout the years. Your unconditional

love, knowledge about life, and ethical values

you have instilled upon me, encourage me to

reach my fullest potential. Timmy: You're

such a brave older brother that I can rely on

and I value the time we share together. Bug:

You are my other half, without you I would be

completely lost. Thanks for always being my
best friend. Greg: Thanks for being my
sidekick through life and always knowing how
to cheer me up. To all my friends/teammates,

thanks for the countless memories and tears of

laughter and making life worthwhile. Thanks

to the unsung heroes of BHS (teachers,

coaches, custodians), for your exceptional hard

work and dedication.

Nicole Battaglia

MOM AND DAD- thank you for being the

most amazing role models and pushing me to

be the best I can. EMMA-thanks for being the

'awesomest' only sister I could have you never

fail to make me laugh. MANTH, BEAN,
SAM, CP.MO. & LJ- thanks for being my best

friends. You guys have been there for me
through the ups and downs and in the end

always there to make me laugh. Love you like

sisters. DAVID & FAMILY- thank you for the

love and support FRIENDS- you know who
you are thank you for the most amazing times.

FOCKEY- I couldn't have asked for better

teammates love you all. Teachers and coaches

thank you for everything, especially

Mrs. Irving for making me love math. 2014

congrats we did it!
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Hayley Bauer

Thank you to my parents for changing my
diapers and making sure I didn't die. I

imagine that wasn't entirely pleasant, and

pretty darn stressful. Thank you for also

teaching me skills (girls only want boyfriends

who have great skills) and helping me explore

myself and the world around me. That was

pretty awesome of you. Thank you to my sister

for teaching me the ways of the world. I have

learned much, including how we know the

earth to be banana shaped. Thank you to Ms.

Tocci for making me hot chocolate that one

time after finals. It was really great. Thank

you to Ms. Wagner, for letting me make and

distribute hot chocolate in your class. It was

delicious. Also thank- you for supporting my
sometimes odd (and/or nude) artistic

explorations. To everyone else worthy of my
gratitude: You know who you are. I know
who you are. We all know who you are. We
are always watching. Thank- you.

Maya Biswas

Thank you to everyone who gave me the many
opportunities I had at BHS!
Family: Thanks for the continuous support and

teaching so many lessons that I would not

have been able to leam on my own.

Soccer: thank you for dance parties on the bus,

crazy spirit days, insane amounts of food, and

turning it around to have a successful season.

Tennis: Thank you for making every March

something to look forward to, winning states,

and becoming a family that I will never forget.

GO BUCS!
Friends: Even though we may be insane, thank

you for all of the memories we've made and

adventures we have taken together.

Teachers: Thank you so much for making

every day of school more interesting.

Joshua Blakeley

Mom and Dad, you two mean the world to me.

I could not have had a better experience

growing up in Bedford and you guys deserve

all the credit. Mom, I will miss all our talks

that took place on your bed, and all the times

that you were they're for me when I needed

you most. Dad, you are and always will be my
best friend, there is no one else on the planet

that I would rather spend time with. No matter

where I go or what I do, you will always be

the most influential person in my life. I will

forever hold you in my heart as a role model

and when I grow up, I want to be just like you.

Ali, thank you for offering me a sanctuary in

my time of need. Sam, thank you for being a

trailblazer in our house and for teaching me
the importance of sibling love. Luke, you've

been interesting so far. let's keep it that way.

Akhileshwar Borra

Mom and Dad, thank you for always being

there; to help me achieve my goals, to help me
succeed, and to help me become the person

that I am. Vishal, you constantly remind me in

order to enjoy life you have to live in the

moment. I would like to extend my gratitude

to all my teachers, and would like to recognize

five of them who have been most influential in

my growth both as a student and as a person.

Mr. Stief. you were always there to help and

guide me in every situation. Chief and

Captain, I would like to thank you for teaching

me valuable life lessons. Ms. Heldman I would

like to thank you for all the help you have

provided. Mr. Felker, for making me a better

musician and for all the memorable

experiences, I thank you. Finally, I would like

to thank all of my friends who have made
every day of high school enjoyable.

Samuel Bradford

The first and foremost people I want to thank

are my parents. Thank you Mom and Dad for

everything you have done to help me through

High School. Mom- you have always been the

most supportive and helpful mother I could

ask for, thank you for helping me through all

the challenges of high school. Dad- you are

the greatest inspiration for my running career,

all our talks inspire me to do my best. Alex-

you are the best brother I could ask for, you

inspire me to be the best I can in everything I

do. Jackie- you always make me laugh and are

the sweetest sister I could ask for, I admire

how much you care about your family every

day. Thanks to all my teachers and coaches

that have guided me along the way. Also

thanks to all my friends in High School,

providing me with the priceless memories.

None of you will be forgotten, thanks class of

2014.

Raymond Brewton

I would like to thank my family, mom, Jason,

and Kierstin for the love and support you have

given me over the years. I would also like to

thank my teachers, Mrs. Breslin, Mr. Sullivan,

Ms. Dresser, Mr. Daley, Ms. Piehl and Ms.

Gisone for helping me with all of my school

work and giving me a fun place to be

everyday! I will miss you.

Kaitlin Buccolo

First I would like to congratulate the class of

2014, It's hard to believe that we are all going

our separate ways, time has gone by so fast...

definitely doesn't feel like four years. I owe a

HUGE thank you to my mom and dad for

always supporting me, you guys have done

literally everything for me. I love you guys to

death and I could not thank you enough.

Thank you to all my friends, I will miss you all

so much. Special thanks to my boo thang Leah

you have always been there for me and have

been my best friend since forever hands down
we're the realest. Julie, thank you for being

my twin. Megan don't worry you'll always be

my girlfriend! Mandy. Liv so glad I met you

guys never a dull moment love you both

BFFL. Rebecca ... haha you're hysterical and

my oldest friend I love you all. Thank you

BHS for the experience. Well done 2014! I'll

see yah around.

Analisa Chap

Thanks mom and dad, for enduring me and

loving me through 12 years of education. To
my best friends, thanks for laughing at my
jokes because high school wouldn't have been

the same without you all. I'll always remember

all of the little things you did. Andrea, you're

never ending laughs always make me laugh

even harder and you've always been there for

me like a sister. Mikaela, your unruly boldness

in making decisions and actions toward other

people never failed to entertain me (car rides).

Mara, your chill attitude towards the world

allowed our friendship to grow since freshmen

year. Maya, your smile and innocence made
my day. Andi, inside jokes with you always

kept me laughing through high school (Mob).

Ann, your never-ending mother-like behaviors

towards each of us always made me feel at

home during lunch. Elle. your bright

personality and our impromptu performances

of Michael Jackson hit songs were the

highlight of my days. Tina (Mob), your bright

personality, smiles, and (mini) lunches always

cracked me up. Thanks to all of you my high

school years were the best.
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Baby Pictures

& Senior Thanks

Nicholas Chapman

I intended to open with something profound

and witty but couldn't find anything that didn't

leave a bad taste in my mouth after I had read

it a few times, so I guess I'll hurry up and get

on with it. I'd like to first thank my family for

emotional, financial, and spiritual support. I

wouldn't have made it without you. Next I'd

like to thank everyone at BHS who put up

with my shenanigans and maybe even taught

me something along the way. In order of

coolest to best: Ran, Herbst, Sunderland.

Griffin. Maffa, O'Connor, Leshay. Morrisey.

Rosecan, Supprise, Kurzman. Capt. Carson.

Donnelly. McGowan, Morrison. Stief. Irving,

and Ran. Oh, and also the lovely ladies of the

front office for greeting me every day with

equal parts cheer and harassment. I also have

to of course thank my amigos for making

every minute of BHS pretty darn amazing.

You know who you are. Finally I'd like to

thank C8H10N4O2. wouldn't have made it

this far without you.

Nicole Charette

Thank you to everyone for your support and

kindness throughout these years. Mom and

Dad- thank you so much for supporting me no

matter what and pushing me to be the best I

can be. Love you both. Jessi- thank you for

being the best big sister anyone could ask for

and forever being a role model. I'd like to

thank my cheer girls for these amazing four

years. Life would've been a lot more dull and

boring without your company, that's for sure.

Regardless, you all made it a pleasure being

one of the captains. Thanks to all my friends

for putting up with me and being there when

things got crazy, which I know was often.

Thank you Shannon and Diana for being the

best friends anyone could ask for. and thank

you BHS for being one of my homes for four

years!

Leah Choquette

I would first like to thank my family. Mom,
you have pushed me to be the best I can be &
to always go the extra mile. Dad, you have

given me the unconditional love & support

that I can never thank you enough for. Kirk,

you have been my idol since day one, & I will

forever be your biggest fan. Julia, you were

the sister I never had, & the first friend I ever

had in Bedford thank you for everything.

Thank you to the faculty & staff at BHS. To
all my friends, you know who you are & I love

yah all. S/o to K.B you are so special & we
have gone through it all together. S.C my
forever friend, we have had the best SALA
any two nubs could have & V.B you always

have given me my best laughs. It has been an

unforgettable 4 years. I wish you all the best of

luck wherever you go. I love you 20 14! ! ! xoxo

Pei-Yun Chu

MOM AND DAD - All the thanks in the

world wouldn't be enough for how
unconditionally you love me, how much you

give up for me, how much you do for me. I

will always love you just as much, and I

apologize for all the times I've ever

disappointed you. I hope I can make you

proud for the rest of my life. DA-JIN - You
are the best little brother in the world. Thank

you for putting up with me, and for keeping

me young and weird. I will always be so proud

of you.

I would also like to thank my friends, for

teaching me about people and being there for

me. TESS - You are the best friend I've ever

had, and I am a better person because of you. I

love you like a sister and I will always support

you, like you have always supported me.

And finally, thanks to my teachers, for not

only teaching me academics but also about

how the world works. You have helped give

me my future.

jto
Emily Clark Ryan Clasby Diana Coady Justin Cordero

The first and most important thank you goes to

my family for always being there to support

me through everything, no matter if I fail or

succeed. You've given me so many incredible

opportunities in my life. You've taught me to

always be myself: to believe in what I know I

can do. Thank you as well to the many
teachers I've had who have helped me learn

and grow and who have inspired me to follow

my dreams. I'm also very grateful to all my
friends who have been there for me during my
time in Bedford, especially those who have

become like brothers and sisters to me. You
have made me smile until my face hurt and

given me so amazing memories. In addition, I

have so much gratitude for anyone who has

helped me with my writing and my art. And
last, but absolutely not least, the world's

biggest thank you I have goes to everyone at

karate- you are truly my second family and I

will never forget any of you!

It's crazy to think that I'm graduating high

school. It feels like last week I got my braces

off yet that was 4 years ago. High school was

great, a lot of work but a lot of fun. To the

fellas, thanks for everything. I wish I could

relive all the crazy stuff we did together. I'll

remember those shenanigans, sessions and

laughs until the day I die. To my mom, thanks

for raising me alone. I know it was tough as I

wasn't the easiest kid but thanks for everything

I love you. To the football squad, I'll miss you

guys more then you know, some of my
greatest high school memories took place on a

football field so thank you for that. And to all

the people of 2014, we did it, high school

graduates, I never thought this day would

come. Peace high school, catch you on the

flip side.

I would first like to thank my mom for getting

me through EVERYTHING high school threw

at me; somehow you got three teenagers to

graduate, way to go! Second, my sister, we're

completely different people but 1 think being

at BHS together for three years made me
realize how similar we really are. Third, my
friends, thanks for all of your love and

laughter babies! Never stop being who you

are, because you are all amazing! Finally,

thank you to all of the teachers in my life who
made me want to learn and feel like more than

just another student in your class.

Thank you to everyone who has made my
experiences worthwhile. Thanks to all of my
friends and The Zone for creating the best

memories and establishing such a tight friend

group. I could not ask for better people in my
life. Thank you to my parents, my family, and

everyone who continues to support me and my
future. Also special thanks to Leroy Spann for

being a great coach and always giving me a

hard time.
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Sierra Cossingham Samantha Cowan Evan Dombkowski Jacob Donahue

To my parents: Thanks for everything that

you've done for me. You've helped me through

every problem I've faced and I'll always

remember that. I wouldn't be who I am today

without you. To my older brother: Thanks for

always making me laugh and listening to what

I have to say. You've always been there for me
and I can't tell you how much that means. To
all of my friends: Thanks for putting up with

me and always being there when I need you.

You guys are amazing and I'll never forget any

of you, despite however many miles may be

between us. I also want to thank one of my
best friends, Isabella, for always sticking by

me. We've had so many good times and I

wouldn't trade them for anything.

And of course I have to thank my teachers for

educating me more than I could have

imagined. You have all inspired me in ways

that I never thought possible. Finally, to

everyone at BHS: thanks for the great

memories!

First I'd like to thank my Mom, Dad. Mike and

Marlene for all the love and support you've

given me throughout the years and for

everything you've done for me to get me to

where I am today, you guys are amazing!

Thank you to Jack for being the best brother a

sister could ask for and teaching me all your

fancy basketball moves. Thanks to the rest of

the boys for all the memories and laughs we've

shared. Thank you to the clan. Leah, Rebecca,

the basketball girls, and all my friends for

making these last four years all that I hoped

for, I really couldn't have gotten through it all

without you guys. Thank you to Matt for being

the best coach and friend I could have ever

asked for, I wouldn't have been able to make it

this far without you. And thank you to all my
teachers for pushing me to work hard in school

over the years. I love you all and can't thank

you enough! Good luck 2014!!

I would like to begin by thanking my family

for always supporting me and never letting me
down. I could never have asked for a better

sister or mother. I can't thank you enough for

all that you have done for me. To Catherine.

Lauren, Sheila and Joe- thank you. The

memories you have given me are some that

will truly last a lifetime. I would like to

express my gratitude to all the teachers I've

had over the years who went above and

beyond as educators to help me grow, not only

academically but also as a person. Another

huge thank you goes to the students of BHS,
especially the class of 2014. The four years I

have spent here have helped shape me into the

person I am, and am still becoming. Thank

you.

"How lucky I am to have something that

makes saying goodbye so hard." - A.A. Milne.

I would like to thank all of my teachers and

coaches that I had throughout my high school

career. My teachers were always there to give

me help whenever I needed it. I would also

like to thank my guidance counselor, Ms.

Halupowski. You were very helpful

throughout my time at BHS. I would like to

thank all the teachers who wrote me a letter of

recommendation. Most importantly, I would

like to thank my family for everything they've

done for me. Words cannot describe my
appreciation for what you guys have done for

me. You guys have allowed me to grow up to

be the best person that I can be. You're love

and support will never be forgotten. Zach,

thank you for being the best older brother a kid

could ask for. You are and always will be my
closest friend. Thanks to everyone I missed.

Also, thanks to Steve Frazier and Mike

Dushman, Sandy Dipp #42, Hicka, Hazy,

Bagels, and Sands. Love and respect for

everyone.

Catherine Donato Samantha Downes Bennett Driscoll Mara Duca

What an experience these four years have

been. First off I would like to thank my dad,

my hero, my friend for teaching me so many
things over the years that have really shaped

me into the person I am today. To Marie, you

have always been there for me no matter what,

guiding me and always assuring me that I can

do anything! All of my teachers thank you for

all of your help over the years. To my Donna,

thank you for ALWAYS being there for me,

seeing you everyday brightened up my day

and got me through, you will never know how
much that means to me, love you. Shout out to

my crazy beautiful friends L.W., E.D., J.N.,

S.M., J.D, you guys know me better than

anyone and I will seriously miss all of our

craziness! Remember the car rides, laughing

too hard, the music too loud, remember it all.

Love you Bucs, see you around.

Mom, you gave me that second chance to

succeed and I will never forget that. You knew
I was smart and helped me through the

roughest time. Without your faith and

determination, I would not be the confident

woman I am today. You taught me to keep

smiling and never give up. You have always

had such faith in me and my abilities. Dad, I

am just like you. You have always been by my
side, more and more as the school years

progressed, guiding me and encouraging me.

The college process would have been

impossible without you. I am truly grateful for

all you have done to help me achieve my
dreams. Ms. Flora, you have been a teacher

and mentor to me my entire high school

career. You guided me toward my dream

career in business and helped create my
passion. You gave me all the opportunities and

help I could have asked for. I really don't

know if I could walk away from high school

this confident in my future without your

guidance.

"Beginnings are usually scary and endings are

usually sad, but it's everything in between that

makes it all worth living." "Bob Marley"

2,160. That is the number of days that most of

us, Class of 2014, have been together. We
have each had our own unique journey, and

mine has been fantastic! First and foremost I

would like to thank my parents. If you had

never come and rescued me from Romania, I

wouldn't be here and have experienced all the

opportunities you've provided for me. Words

can't describe how appreciative I am for your

endless support, encouragement, and love for

me and the choices I've made. To all my
friends, without all the memories and fun

times we've had. High School wouldn't have

been the same. To all my teachers and the

administration, thank you for all your support

and eagerness to help me succeed. Class of

2014, I will never forget the tremendous years

we've had together. I wish you all the best,

and never forget - "Once a Buc, Always a

Buc."

I want to thank all of my friends for the good

times we've had these past 5 years. You guys

took me in when I was new and didn't know a

soul and since then, have made these 4 years

of high school a lot more bearable. Shout out

to Andrea—my first friend in Bedford. You're

one of my closest friends and I don't know
what I'd do without you. Shout out to the

princess-Mikaela, we've had a lot of good

times and you've always been there for me. I

also want to thank Analisa, Andi, Tina, Elle,

Maya, Marsha, and Corina for being amazing

friends and my older brother Andrew for all

his support and awesomeness.
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Madeline Dunn

Mrs. Kornfeld, I owe you a huge thank you.

You've had such a positive influence on me,

making me laugh, giving me advice, and

teaching me how to be my best self.

Mr. Alperin—thank you for making me feel

like I had some control over the messiest

situations. Kevin, Becky, Julia. Xiuxiu, Phil, I

love you guys so much and owe you so many
cupcakes, brownies, etc. for everything you've

done for me. Special shout out to Malika for

always being there for me with baked goods,

movie popcorn, or a venti iced passion tea

lemonade in hand. Infinite taco flavored kisses

for you. To Mom, Dad, Jack, Leah, and my
entire extended family—you deserve the

biggest thank you of all. You showed me how
it feels to be treated right and you taught me
that I should never settle for anything less.

Gramma and Grampa. you showed me the real

meaning of unconditional love. I don't have

enough space to express how much you all

mean to me. Thank you so much.

Michael Dushman

I would like to start out by thanking my
parents for all the support, help and,

encouragement throughout my high school

career here at BHS. Without their help staying

on task for 4 years would have seemed nearly

impossible. Next I would like to thank my
coaches Boschetto and Gunner for pushing me
to my full potential as a varsity athlete for my
entire high school career. Also I would like to

thank Coach Byrnes for believing in my ability

to make a difference on the court during

basketball season. To end this thanks I would

have to give the biggest thanks to all my
teachers for guiding me through difficult times

during the several years I have been here at

BHS for. Despite school not being the most

enjoyable my teachers throughout my 4 years

have made school more bearable and fun.

Thank you to all the people who have turned

me into the person I am today.

Dakota Fox Tree-McGrath

Mama, I love you. Thank you for raising me
and giving me the experience of what it's like

living with five kids. I know I will always

love them because they are family. I would

also like to thank all of the people who helped

my family after my house burning. I would

like to thank Bedford football and my friends

for making my four years of high school a

blast.

Stephen Frazier

Mom and Dad; thank you for shaping me into

the person I am today. Mom, you've always

kept me focused on school so that my
education can take me somewhere in life.

You've driven me to all my games/practices.

You're my number one fan. Dad, you've

showed me who I want to be like in life.

You've taught me how far hard work can take

you. You've also taught me how to be there for

everyone whenever their life might not be

going the right way. Pat, thanks for always

being a great brother who I can always look up

to. Britt, thanks for being the little sister who
always looks out for me. Coaches from all

sports; thanks for pushing me, making me
better every day. The soccer team, thanks for

being a part of my family. All of my friends;

you know who you are, thanks for making my
high school career a memory I will never

forget. Keep in touch, I wish the best for all of

you in your future!

Patricia Gavelek

I'd like to thank my parents for their support

over the years, for pushing me to work harder,

for encouraging me to try new things

whenever possible, and for letting me go

gallivanting off to China and Vietnam. Thanks

to my various other family members who have

helped me over the years and showed me all

sorts of interesting things. Thanks to my lovely

friends whom without which, I would not have

had nearly so much fun over the past four

years (you know who you are even if you

dislike being called lovely). Lastly, thanks to

the teachers and staff at BHS for being great

at their jobs.

Julia Goding

I'd first like to thank my parents. I appreciate

everything that you have done for me and I am
so lucky to have you both as my parents. I

honestly cannot thank you enough for all the

support and help that you have given me. To
my friends, thank you so much for being in my
life. You are all amazing and I hope after high

school we'll stay in touch; but if we don't I

still wish you the best! To all the teachers at

BHS, thank you for challenging me and

helping me grow as a person. And for those

who know me... karate is a huge part of my
life, so I'd like to thank everyone at Callahan's

Karate! I can truly say that's my second home
and I'm so glad to have been a part of an

amazing community. Everyone has helped me
to some extent, whether you are a friend or a

stranger who smiled at me in the hallway,

thank you so much, xoxo

Tess Gong

Mommy and Daddy, thank you for helping me
through everything. Words will never describe

how much I love you guys and how incredible

you guys are. Your support, encouragement,

and advice will never be forgotten. Thank you,

Gege, for being the most annoying, sweetest,

and amazing sister I could ever ask for. I'll

always be here for you, no matter where I am.

To my best friends, thank you for always

being there for me and helping me through

rough times. To all my teachers, thank you for

the knowledge, time, and life lessons you've

given me. And last but not least, to my cutie,

thank you for making me the happiest

teaspoon in the world.

Love you all! And again, thank you :)

Alaina Greaney

I would first like to thank my family for

everything they have done for me. I would like

to thank my parents for giving me my
awesome height, and my siblings for giving

me a very interesting and fun time growing up.

I would like to thank my friends who have

helped shape who I am today. Whether it was

the 5th grade talent show or the days we spent

slaving over history fair, I knew I always had

people I could count on to make me laugh.

Lastly, I would like to thank my second

family, the basketball team. Throughout all of

high school I always had a group of girls who
I knew I could count on. Whether it was the

inside jokes, nicknames, or team dinners, the

basketball team never failed to entertain, and

as I leave, I know I have created some of the

strongest bonds with these girls, and for that I

would like to thank them.
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Adrian Hale

Thanks to my mom and dad for always taking

care of me and supporting me through

everything. I couldn't have done it without

you. I'd also like to thank my extended family

for always being there. Thanks to all my
friends. Kevin. Adam. Chris, Derek, Matt,

Mike. Jeff, Justin. Ryan, Leah and many
others. You guys have made high school

incredible, and I will never forget that. Thanks

to all my teammates and coaches, some of my
most memorable moments have been on the

field. Thanks to all of my teachers for always

encouraging me. #zone4

Catherine Hayes

Thanks to everyone who taught me something

new. To my friends who always made me
laugh and helped me get through the craziness

of the last four years. To the teachers who
challenged me and made me enjoy what I was

learning and to my family- Meg, Mikey, and

my parents- for being there no matter what.

Danaysha Hamilton

First and foremost, I want to think my parents

for pushing me to always do my best in

school. I would also like to think Mr.

Mondesir and Dr. Napier for being here for

guidance. I would also like to thank all of my
friends for making my high school experience

one of the best. But most importantly I want to

think my best friend who has always been

there every step of the way. Thank you to all

of these people who have helped me along the

way and made it possible for me to graduate

high school.

Gregory Hickox

I would like to start off by thanking my
parents for supporting me and taking care of

me throughout high school. Nicolle and

Danielle, thank you for always getting me
when I needed a ride and basically doing

everything for me, you guys are the best. To
the six and all the fellas, most of us met in pre-

school and have been best friends ever since,

we have had some great times together that we
will remember forever, thank you. Thanks to

everyone else that has helped me throughout

high school you have all made my time at

BHS very memorable.

Julie Hamilton

Congratulations 2014! These past four years at

BHS have been #lled with such great

memories that I will carry with me for the rest

of my life. I would like to thank my parents for

their support, guidance and love. You have

been the best parents I could have ever asked

for. Without you two I would not be the

person I am today. I love you! Erica: You're

not just my sister, you're my best friend.

Through every up and down, you have

continued to always have my back. Mor, Papa

& Grammy: I couldn't ask for better

grandparents than you. I appreciate everything

you have ever done for me. To all my friends:

I will always cherish the amazing memories

we have shared together these past twelve

years. All of you have made such a huge

impact on my life and words can't describe

how much you mean to me. Class of 2014, I

wish you all the best of luck next year and

thanks for making high school such an

unforgettable experience.

Stephanie Hills

"Don't walk behind me: I may not lead. Don't

walk in front of me; I may not follow. Just

walk beside me and be my friend." -Albert

Camus

I'd like to say something noble, like 'this is the

quote I live by'. But it's not. I found it on the

Internet when I searched 'quotes about friends'

because I had no idea what to say in my senior

thanks but it was probably going to have my
friends in it somewhere, so why not. That

said, half of my thanks is accounted for. I'd

hope my friends know who they are. Tess

Gong, Pei Yun Chu, Maria Ren, Jackie

Nguyen, Patsy Gavalek, Alexa Vafiades, and

Maggie Ruben, among others. Thanks for

making the endless school days a little shorter

and giving the pointless ones a little bit more

of a reason. The other half of my thanks has

to go to my parents for being there and

supporting me. Thanks to all of you.

Sadida Harris Carvalho

Finally, senior year is here. First off I want to

say thank you God for allowing me to be in the

METCO Program, and for holding my hand like

always. Especially during my high school

years. Thank you to my amazing parents for

many encouraging words, lots of tough love,

and laughs. I wouldn't have been able to go

through high school alone. Thanks to Anne for

encouraging words during my high school

years. Thank you Mrs. Augustin for being a

second mom to me. thank you for always

caring, listening, and challenging me. Thank

you for your encouraging words and morning

talks. To my best friend Gianna, we have been

through everything together. Thanks for being

an amazing friend. I love you! My G-SQUAD
step family, thank you for teaching me patience,

and for being the best team ever, I love you all!

A big thank you to my family for always caring

and being supportive. Thank you Bedford High

teachers and staff as well as my Bedford High

family for all of the fun and challenging

experiences. Well I'm ready to start my college

journey, #2014 it was real, we finally made it.

and I so left my MARK!

Sean Hines

I would like to thank all of my teachers for

making my time taking classes here at Bedford

High School worthwhile. To all of my friends

for making all of the times between and after

classes just as worthwhile. Special thanks goes

to Mr. Niven for teaching one of the best

English classes I have ever had the pleasure of

attending. Ms. Taub for the fine work she did

teaching me and my classmates Spanish. To
Ms. Davis, for opening my eyes to art styles

and techniques that I had never even thought

of before. I hope that all of your future

endeavors are just as successful as my time at

Bedford High School had been enjoyable, if

not more so.
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Ronia Hurwitz

Graduation always seemed so far away but

here I am. And I certainly didn't do it alone.

First, a huge thanks to all my friends and

classmates who have studied and stressed with

me. Looks like all those study guides worked.

Bedford High wouldn't be what it is without

the teachers. Niven, Sundo, Leshay,

Boschetto, Flan, Donnelly, Irving - I hope

each and every single one of you know how
incredible you are. Next, my parents have

done the best job anyone could've asked for.

Mom. your editing skills have made me the

writer I am today and Dad. you're always there

to massage my back when I need it. Addie.

from your nicknames for Ernie to your ability

to dominate every sport imaginable, you never

fail to make me smile and I can't wait to see

what amazing things you do next year and

beyond. High school has been great and

everyone at BHS was a part of that. 2014,

good luck at college!!!

Katherine Johnson

Mommy, thanks for all the tea. chocolate,

coffee, cards, hugs and so much more - your

love and support will always be at my core.

Dad, thanks for always believing in me. There

isn't a day you don't remind me how proud

you are, and it means more than I let on. Bill,

thank you for everything. I really couldn't

have asked for a better big brother - you keep

me sane and righted, and I wouldn't have

made it 18 years without you. To all my
teachers, thanks for challenging me and thanks

for believing in me. You gave me the

confidence to tackle whatever comes next.

Finally, thank you to all the friends who have

kept me going, pulled me out of my cave when

necessary, and helped build so many
memories. Nat this wouldn't be complete

without at least trying to find words to thank

you, so this is for you. From fixing my
makeup in seventh grade to hiking with my
Ecuador pack, you've always been there and it

means so much.

Lauren Johnson

MOM- you're not only my mother but you're

my best friend and someone I can always

count on. Thank you for always having my
back and being on my side. DAD- if it wasn't

for you I wouldn't know how to walk through

a crowd. You've taught me so much and put

up with all my complaining. I love you both so

much. DEREK, KEVIN & SCOTT- Wow I

cannot believe it's my turn to graduate. Thank

you for paving a path at BHS and always

pushing me to succeed. I couldn't ask for

better brothers. MEESH- you're like the sister I

never had, thanks for everything.

GRANDPARENTS- the 4 of you helped me
so much and all I have to say is THANK
YOU!!! FRIENDS- We finally did it. Through

thick and thin we made it. You guys are my
best friends. Friends since the beginning. You
never fail to make fun of me and make me
laugh. Thank you everyone. "Follow your

dreams believe in yourself and don't give up."

Rachel Corrie GOOD LUCK TO THE CLASS
OF 2014!!!

Stephen Kaufmann
It's been an incredible four years thanks to the

wonderful students and faculty at Bedford

High School. Thanks mom and dad for helping

me through all of the tough and stressful

situations by sharing your wisdom of past

experiences. Thanks to you guys I know 1

have been able to make it through with flying

colors and also having a blast. I also want to

thank all of my friends for being such a blast

to hang out with. Also I want to thank my
siblings Tim and Heather for helping keeping

my mind both on and off of school when
needed, for editing my papers, or for helping

me with math. Thank you also to Mr.

O'Connor for helping me gain a real interest in

what I want to do in the future. You guys are

all the best and thank you so much!

Shannon Kean

Thank you to all my friends, family, and

teachers who got me through these incredible

four years at BHS. The help and support that

you all have provided me with stays with me
every day, and for that I can never thank you

enough.

Hannah Kinch

1, of course, want to thank my parents for

encouraging and loving the person I've

become. I am forever thankful for you guys.

Aaron, you're the greatest older brother

anyone could ask for and thank you for always

being there for me. My crazy friends- you

guys made high school bearable and I love you

to death. I finally want to thank a handful of

teachers at Bedford who really helped me
when things got rough and also inspired me to

find something I love.

Daniel Klein

Thanks to the educators from Davis and Lane

Thanks to middle school for shaping my brain

Thanks to BHS for getting me ready

Thanks to my friends for keeping me steady

Thanks to those who believed in me
Thanks to those on my family tree

Life's not hard but it sure isn't stress-free

Where life takes me. I'll have to wait and see

Support and trust and a portion of fun

Pushing me through until all was done

To the people in my life who deserve

something more

Than words on a paper for helping me soar

Rebecca Klein

At this point in my life. I have many people to

thank. The thanks I give to my parents can't

accurately be put into words. Their support

and care means everything to me. Thank you

to my brother, Paul, for being a role model and

a best friend. To all my friends—both the ones

I have had since kindergarten and the ones I'm

still making-thanks for always being there,

and for helping me not take myself too

seriously. Thank you to the teachers who have

pushed me and shown me that I can always

accomplish more. Thank you to the directors

and cast mates who have taught me not to

apologize for confidence or passion, and who
have helped me to find what I want to do with

my life. The band Papadosio once said, "You
are, the sum of your experiences up until this

moment. Your art, your style, your opinions,

are all contrived from what you have

observed." I've been lucky enough to observe

some fantastic people.

Thanks,
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Derek Koundakjian

"I'm thankful for the lessons, the angles 1

learned, I could not be happier for how the

carousel turned." Thank you mom and dad for

being the most supportive and self-sacrificing

parents a kid could ask for. You push me to be

a better person, to be honest, compassionate,

and sincere towards myself and others. Dad,

you taught me dedication and commitment,

and mom you never seize to amaze me with

your worldly philosophies. Also, to my brother

Dylan, you are hands-down the smartest

person I know, and I hold on to every word

you say like a promise. To Jeff, Kevin. Matt,

Justin, Chris. Mike, Adrian, and Adam, I will

never have a group of friends like you guys

ever again, and it makes me smile to look back

on all our good times and bad times, whatever

the case. The best of luck to everyone in the

class 2014; make the most of the short time we
have.

Gabrielle Labitt

Thank you so much to my parents for getting

me here and my sister for her endless sarcasm

and keeping me on my toes, I love you guys.

To my classmates:

"Today was good. Today was fun. Tomorrow
is another one." Dr. Seuss

Thomas Lee

I'd first like to thank my family; my parents,

for their support and encouragement, and also

their commitment, as I'm sure I haven't always

been the easiest child to raise for seventeen

years. Also, to my brother for his confidence

in me, for his advice and assistance whenever I

needed it, and to my grandmother who taught

me that I could achieve anything I wanted if I

worked hard at it. I'd also like to thank all my
teachers for making my years at school

enjoyable, especially to Mr. Maffa who's had

to deal with me for ten years. And finally, I'd

like to thank my friends over the years for

making me smile, laugh, and have fun!

Kevin Li

Thank you to my family for being my
fundamental base. I could not have asked for a

stronger, more dedicated role model in my
mother. You have given me everything and

you have no idea how much I appreciate it. To
my dad you have always been optimistic,

believing in me when I didn't even believe in

myself. Carrie, your the best baby sister

anyone could ever ask for. Your always there

for me when I need it most. And to my best

friends Adam, Adrian, Derek, Matt, Jeff,

Mike, Chris, and Justin. We've created

memories that we'll cherish for the rest of our

lives. It pains me to think that I may never

have friends as close or as true as you guys.

But no matter where our lives take us we'll

always be Zone4 for life. Finally, to my
teachers and coaches you've taught me that

hard work and dedication is at the heart of

every successful endeavor. Thank you to

everyone who has persevered with me through

the first chapter of my life.

Samantha Liang Xiu Xiu Lobosco Kevin Lu Brenton Lussier

"We laid a lot of memories down, like tattoos

on this town." MOM & DAD- thank you for

being the best parents in the world, you have

taught me everything I know. You've stood by

me through it all, and I love you both so much.

MY BROTHERS- we've had some amazing

memories and lots of laughs together, you

guys are the best. NB KM U SC- you girls

have been there for me for as long as I can

remember and you're my best friends in the

whole world. We've been through it all

together, good and bad, I love you. FRIENDS-
you all know who you are, we've had so many
good times with endless laughs and if it wasn't

for you I wouldn't be who I am today. I will

never forget you guys and I love you all.

FHOS- you're like the sisters I never had. You
girls know me for who I am and will have a

special place in my heart. TEACHERS &
COACHES- thank you for everything.

CONGRATS & GOOD LUCK 2014!!!

To my parents, thank - you for always pushing

me to be the very best that I can be, both in

school and out. Mom - thanks for getting on

my case about college apps, even though it

was a pain, I know I will thank you for it in the

future. Julia - my other half, you are an

amazing friend, many more years of craziness

to come. Mike - thanks for keeping life

exciting and keeping my stress levels low.

Shan - what is there to say? We have had

some great times, crazy times; I love ya. Dan -

we have been through everything together.

Thank -you for being there, always. To all my
other friends, thank - you for being there for

me through these four years, I love you all.

Class of 2014 we did it! I would first like to

thank my parents for supporting me by

encouraging me to pursue my goals, thank

them for the time and effort they put in to

make me become a better person, and thank

them for the hard pressure they put on me
which made me become a more successful

person. Second I would like to thank my
teachers most in particular to: Mr. Morrissey

for helping me see my interest in math by

letting me stay after school with him almost

everyday during sophomore year and

introducing me to the AMC tests. Mr. Niven

for helping me become a better writer and

thinker with his challenging readings and

questions and for providing me feedback on

my college essays. Mr. Sunderland for an

amazing experience with History Fair; even

though my group did not make it to States I

had a great time, History Fair was a

worthwhile

experience.

I can't believe it's time for senior thanks! To
start, I would like to thank my parents who
have done everything for me. You were there

whenever I needed advice, support, love, or of

course... money. Even in trying times, I could

always count on you. Words cannot express

my gratitude. To my brothers, although we
didn't always get along, I knew I could count

on our laughs and a lot of fun. Thank you nana

and grandpa for your love and all the fun

games and holidays. To my friends, I can't

express enough how appreciative I am. High

school was much easier to get through with the

laughs and fun times we shared. To my
teachers, thanks for always being there... your

efforts in teaching us unruly high schoolers do

not go unnoticed. And to my class, we did it!

2014!! Thank you all for a great high school

experience. I know we will all go far in life,

"and in case I don't see ya. good afternoon,

good evening, and good night!" (The Truman
Show).
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Ann MacDonald

The first chapter of our lives has come to an

end as we head out into the real world. The

past 18 years have flown by and I can't believe

how much I have learned during the journey. I

will never forget all the laughs. ..the tears.. .and

the memories! Over the years, 1 have found

my place here and 1 couldn't have done it

without everyone's help. To my parents:

Thank you for always supporting me and

giving me the push 1 need to be successful. I

know it hasn't been easy raising me, but I want

you to know I love you and appreciate

everything you have done! I can't thank you

enough! To my friends (you know who you

are): Thank you for giving me a reason every

day to smile! 1 love you! To Kasey: You have

been with me since day one. ..that about sums

it up...I love you girl <3 Good luck class of

2014!! Bedford Buccaneers! ft

Andrea Mack

From kindergarten to senior year, our time

together is almost over. Only a few months left

before we all go our separate ways: and I want

to thank everyone for a time well spent. My
friends of course have made the days eventful

and will always love those cherished moments.

And thank you to mom. dad, and the rest of

the gang for showing me the ropes; even

though we may fight we will get right back

and keep moving forward. GOOD LUCK
2K14-DREAM BIG!

Riya Malrani

Four years ago, we stepped into this school not

knowing what to expect from our teachers, our

peers, and most importantly, from ourselves.

We have all worked so hard to get where we
are and I'm so proud of us as a class, a team,

and as Bucs. Mama and papa, you have

always supported me unconditionally and I

cannot thank you enough for that. You believe

in everything I set out to do, and have taught

me how to push past my limits. Thank you for

blessing me with such a fortunate life. To the

friends I've made in the last 6 years, thank you

for standing by me through everything. We
have made our high school experience

unforgettable and I'm so grateful to have met

such amazing people. I love you all. A big

thank you especially to Ms. Irving and Mr.

Niven for all of your support and care

throughout the last few years.

"Go confidently in the direction of your

dreams. Live the life you have imagined."

-Henry David Thoreau

Andrea Marchesini

175 words? Yeah right. I'll start off with my
teachers and the rest of 2014.Thanks for

teaching me how to deal with all of the ups

and downs in life. To my best friends, thanks

for driving me insane but keeping me under

control at the same time. I don't know how you

managed to do it but you did; MP. TU, AM,
MD, MB. AC, AM, CM, MP, EL. Love ya

buds. Shout out to my bestie Emma in VA.
Thanks for being my BFF for all of high

school. No one could do it but you. Mom and

dad, I know I was a pain in the butt to raise but

I'm your pain in the butt and I love you and

appreciate everything that you do for me
whether it be for sports, health, school, or just

helping me be me. Sammy, thanks for showing

me to not be afraid to do what I want no matter

what people think. Jarred, thanks for being the

best protective little brother a girl could ask

for. Love ya dummies. 2014.

Jamal McCabe

I would like to thank my friends and family for

their help over the years. Thank you mom and

dad for supporting me all these years in

activities I have been a part of. thanks for

putting up with me! Thanks Ms. Savarino for

putting up with me all these years and for

helping get my stuff together. Thanks Jessuly.

for helping me stay organized and on top of

my game, you're the best! Thanks Jonathan,

for being the smug happy little brother you are

and for your helpfulness and assistance. Sorry

we don't play video games that much now a

days. Thanks Jenessa, for those helpful

reminders and informing me of important

things, what would I do without you? Thanks

Mr. Sheinfeld, for helping me continue to do

art and leam many new things while in your

class and other discussions we have. Thanks

again everyone for keeping me moving

forward and reaching new heights!

Rebecca McDermott

I could not have survived my 18 years in

Bedford without some very special people in

my life, who not only helped me succeed, but

helped me enjoy life and make many happy

memories. To begin, I am eternally thankful to

my parents, who guided me, supported me.

cheered me on, and loved me unconditionally

every step of the way. I would like to thank

my brother. Nick, for being my friend, mentor,

and partner in crime and being an inspiration

to me every single day. And finally, my
friends, whom I truly don't know where I

would be without! We've been through it all

together and share some of the most amazing

memories, and there's no one else I would

rather call my best friends. In addition I'd like

to thank all of the teachers, counselors,

coaches and mentors who have influenced my
life over the years and genuinely made my
time in school meaningful and worthwhile.

And of course, thank you to my awesome
class, I love you 2014!!

Robert McDonald

To the most important person in my life, mom-
having you by my side has been my greatest

blessing. You've always been my biggest fan

on & off the field, I love you. Dad- thank you

for always believing in me. Tim & Jamie- you

know I had to hold it down for you guys! To
my grandmother- my motivation in life, I'll

strive everyday to make you proud. To gramp-

thank you for shaping me into the leader I am
today. I wouldn't be half the man I am if it

wasn't for you. To all the great friends I've

made throughout the years, to my teammates,

and to my coaches- thank you for all of your

hard work & dedication.

Sheila McElroy

I never thought this day would actually come.

I've had such an amazing 4 years here at BHS
it seems like only yesterday it was my first day

of school ever in Bedford and now I'm

graduating. I'd just like to thank first of all my
mom for being the best mother I could have

ever asked for and always being there for me
and helping me through it all as well as my
brother Kevin. Thank you to of course all of

my amazing friends Evan, Lauren .Remy, Ben,

Catherine and Joe who I've made so many
great memories with that I will never forget I

definitely couldn't have made it through with

out them. I'd also like to thank all of my
teachers who have helped me leam and grow

throughout the years as well as my amazing

class of 20 14.This feels like the end but I

know it's only the beginning for us all.

"Don't cry because its over, smile because it

happened." -Dr. Seuss.
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Michaele McGregor

It's time to take the first step toward the rest of

my life, but my experience here at BHS will

stay with me forever. To my families (both

here and back home), my friends, my more-

than-a-friend, my teachers, my classmates and

my coworkers. ..without you all I wouldn't be

where I am today. Thank you all for your

infinite love and support!

Joseph Neveux

It is really hard to put into words how thankful

I am for everyone in my life that helped me
get this far, but I will. My mom who has been

with me through thick and thin. She has shared

laughs, love and life with me thus far I truly

thank you. My dad who has been a driving

force behind many life tools that I carry with

me. thank you. My family specifically Sarah,

Michelle, Nick, you know what you have done

for me. To be honest I don't think I could have

made it without this long without friends. E-

man, Lolo and Katrine embody what

friendship is about.Thank you to the Iovinos

for being a second family to me. especially

Robert. And to all the members of the "and

dassss" family, I love you. To all who have

helped to make my future bright, thank you!

Corina Mericantante

Thank you Mom and Dad for supporting me
throughout the past 17 years. Also thank you

Mr. Daley and Mrs. Breslin for getting me
through my junior year and guiding me
through this year. I couldn't have done it

without you. You encouraged me to do my
best and keep pushing forward. And of course

thank you to all my friends who stuck by my
side through the ups and downs of these past

four years.

Christopher Ng

Thank you Mom and Dad for sacrificing all

that you have for me as my last and final year

of high school comes to a close. Thank you for

pushing me to strive to be the best I could be. I

am very appreciative of everything you guys

have done for me. Ben, I could not have asked

for more from a younger brother. . .even

through years of fighting and the "get your

brother in trouble" moments. Also, thank you

to all my friends, teachers, and coaches for all

the support you have given me all these years.

And finally, as our high school years end, I

would like to say best of luck to the class of

2014.

Kayla Miller

MOM & DAD thank you so much for your

love and support, you've exposed me to so

many amazing life experiences that have made

me a better person and have taught me so

much. You're guidance has made me who I am
today. AVI & TALIA thanks for all the laughs

we have and always being there for me no

matter the circumstance, I love you both so

much. GRANDPARENTS thanks for being

the most loving and generous grandparents I

could ever ask for, you do so much for me and

I love you. SOCCER GIRLS we never stop

laughing from the endless team bonding to

sprints at practice. FRIENDS thanks for

always making me laugh and smile, we always

are able to have a good time no matter where

we are. You're like family to me and I couldn't

ask for better friends, you always know to

cheer me up and never fail to make my day

better. I can always count on you to have my
back, love you so much. WE DID IT 2014!

Jacqueline Nguyen

Man... really time flies so fast. Now, I'm

writing my senior thanks. Well, to start off, I

would have to give thanks to my family,

especially my parents. Without them, I

seriously would not be the person who I am
today. They have helped me through my worst

times and I can't thank them enough. Also,

there are my friends who have made my four

years of high school so much more doable.

You all are amazing people and I'm sure that

wherever you guys go, it will be great. Thank

you to the people who have affected my life

and me. So now, I close this chapter of my life

and can't wait for the next! Go 2014!

Jacob Mock

I'd like to thank my amazing friends who've

been here for me since freshman year. You
guys know who you are, even if some of you

might not get to read this, and I'm not sure

how I would have gotten through all of high

school without you guys.

I'd also like to thank my parents who are

awesome and have been there supporting me
through the whole ride, especially nudging me
along the college application process.

And, of course, I gotta give a shout out to all

my teachers who have put up with my
shenanigans, in some cases for multiple years.

You guys are the best, and I'm going to miss

everyone.

Remy Nikka

I want to start with my parents. Thanks Mom
and Dad, I'm not sure I could have done it

without all the late night cups of coffee, and

endless support. Next, to the fantastic team of

teachers which have guided me through the

academic phase of my high school career.

While there have been times when I wish you

guys weren't so hard, it got me to where I am
today, and for that I am extremely grateful. A
special shout out to Mr. Phil Maffa. I've had

the pleasure of playing with you since fourth

grade; I really can't thank you enough for

everything you have done for me. And finally

my friends. Without you guys, I'm not sure

how I would have been able to cope with

everything that's happened these four years.

And especially thanks to Sheila. Ben, and

Eyasha for all the great times. And of course,

thank you Max. for making my junior and

senior year spectacular. So, CONGRATS
2014! We did it!
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Madeline Nunes

Thank you to my mom and dad for helping

and pushing me to be the best that I could ever

be. Also, for being some of the craziest and

funniest people I know. Jackie, thanks for

always being there to make me laugh and for

being the best sister ever. Don't know what I'm

gonna do without you everyday! Raymond,

you're the craziest person ever, thanks for

always lighting up my day and for being so

entertaining. Anthony thanks for putting up

with me for the past 3 years and being my best

friend and boyfriend. You are amazing I don't

know what I would've done without you, I

love you! Alaina, you're pretty much my sister

and I don't know what I'm going to do without

you next year! Thanks for being my best

friend through everything and always being

there for me, love you bunches. Maddie,

thanks for being such a good friend and

making everything so much fun. I love you my
little peach. I'm gonna miss you so much next

year!

Madeleine O'Connell

Mom- thank you for supporting me throughout

everything, pushing me to do my best, and

always being there for me. You have taught

me the definition of hard work and to never

give up. You're my best friend. Hannah &
Finn- you guys are aggy but thanks for always

having my back. I love you guys. Girls- you

know who you are I can't even put into words

how thankful I am to have had you guys with

me experiencing these crazy times together

and doing the most random stuff. Guys- thanks

for making these past four years a blast, and

always having my back. Thank you to all my
teachers, coaches, and peers who have made

an impact on me through out these years. I

wouldn't have wanted to spend these past 13

years with any other people. These memories

will last a lifetime, and are unforgettable. A
chapter in our lives is ending, but our story has

just begun. Congrats 2014, we did it!

Kathryn O'Connor

To my parents: thank you for being there for

me and teaching me how to be a strong and

independent person. John and Thomas: even

though we've always gotten on each other's

nerves, thank you for being the best brothers I

could ask for. To my stepfamily: thank you

for always being there for me and I'm so lucky

to have you guys. Sam: you are such an

awesome stepsister as well as one of my best

friends. Thank you for always being there

when I needed someone to talk to. Thank you

to all the rest of my family - I am who I am
today because of all of you. To all of my
friends: thank you for all the fun memories

and laughs. To all my close friends (you know
who you are): thank you for always being

there for me no matter what - I couldn't have

done it with out you guys.

I

Gianna Ogletree

First and foremost, I would like to thank my
mother. You have been there for me since day

one, when no one else was. Mom, you have

taught me how to be the beautiful young lady I

am today. You are truly my inspiration and

will continue to be. Nana and Poppy thank you

for always believing in me. Krysta and Khani,

even though we don't get along most of the

time, I would never have made it this far

without you guys. Mrs. Augustin I want to

thank you for being the best mentor the past

four years. Without you I would not have

survived high school. Mrs. Luke thank you for

being there for me, not just as teacher but also

as a friend. I want to thank my friends.

Especially my BFF Sadida for making my
high-school experience memorable. I am so

grateful for all the opportunities that I was

awarded for the past four years. I could have

never made it this far without you guys

support!

Ramzy Omar

My high school experience has been

challenging at times but has also been very fun

and exciting. I have great friends and have

been lucky enough to be a member of the

Wolf Pack for so many years. I would like to

thank my family for supporting me always and

helping me achieve my goals. Mom and Dad
you have been a driving force in my life and

without you I would not have made it this far.

Thank you Bedford High School for an

unforgettable four years and I will surely

utilize the skills and techniques instilled in me
during this time. I will forever cherish the

memories I have shared with all of you.

Hannah Pamer

I can't express how truly lucky I feel to have

received all the love and support from my
friends and family. As this chapter in my life is

closing at Bedford High School. I would like

to say thank you to all the teachers, coaches,

teammates, friends and family that have

helped me and allowed me to grow as an

individual. But "As we express our gratitude,

we must never forget that the highest

appreciation is not to utter words, but to live

by them," John F. Kennedy. Beginning a new

stage of my education, I hope to carry on all

that you've taught me. To continue to expand

my knowledge and reach for my goals you

gave me the confidence to go after.

Eyasha Pandey

It's hard to believe that after four endless

years, graduation is just around the corner.

Mom and Dad, you've been there with me
through everything. Thank you for blessing

me with a life full of love and laughs; I would

never be who I am without you. Eshan, you're

ten years younger than me and yet you've

taught me more than I've taught you. I love

you and I know you'll make us proud. Thanks

to my teachers who made high school such a

positive learning experience; thank you for the

advice, education, and a solid foundation

which will get me far in life. My friends,

teammates, anyone I knew during the four

years, thank you for being there, thank you for

the help with schoolwork, thank you for just

listening to me when I needed it. I hope I made
some kind of positive impact in your life

because you all certainly did in mine. Lastly,

2014, WE DID IT! Let's go get em' Bucs, the

journey has just begun.

Eric Pappas

Mom, thanks for always believing in me and

being the best mother I could ask for. You did

so much for me and always made me happy.

Dad, the fact you fly home from Dallas every

weekend to spend time with your family

shows a lot. I'm really going to miss playing

basketball on the driveway every weekend. I

love you guys. Jake and Ethan, I have called

you boys my brothers since day 1, we've had

great times like going on vacations and

playing football outside. Really going to miss

you guys. Class of 2014 I could not have

asked for a better class. I have had some

unbelievable memories with you guys. Going

crazy at the football games and hanging out on

the weekends has all been amazing. What I

love most about this class is during the two

years I lived in Texas, I still felt really a part of

it. Well it's been real BHS, a big thanks to

everyone who made this journey so special.
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Mikaela Parenti

I can't believe senior year has come to an end.

Thanks to everyone who has been there for me
through out the years. Thanks to my siblings

and to all my friends you guys have been there

for me through the ups and downs and I can't

thank you guys enough. Thank you mom and

dad for always pushing me to be the best, you

are always there for me and have always

supported me. Good luck to the rest of the

class of 2014!

Sarah Regan

The past thirteen years I have spent in Bedford

have been wonderful. I'm lucky to have met

some amazing friends and I will never forget

the countless memories we've made over the

past four years. I'd like to thank my teachers,

without your constant guidance and inspiration

I wouldn't be where I am today, about to

graduate from high school! I'd also like to

thank my parents and my siblings, Elizabeth

and Timothy, for always supporting me. As
bittersweet as it is that my time at BHS is

coming to an end. I could not be more excited

for the future. In a matter of months we all will

go our separate ways but I will always be

rooting for my fellow Bucs! Good luck 2014!

Michael Parisse

Everyone always says high school is the best

years of our lives, but I believe things can only

get better from here. I wanna thank my parents

for always being there for me, loving me, and I

gotta thank Bernie, the best dad in the world. I

also want to thank my teachers who have

showed me the path I want to take with my
career and have taught me so much not just

about school but about life. Next to my family

my friends Justin, Kevin, Chris, Matt, Jeff.

Derek, Adrian, and Adam have been the

biggest influence on me. They have always

been there for me, watching my back just as I

watch theirs. I know we are all moving on but

these guys will always be a part of me. You
guys are the best group of guys out there. For

you #Zone4

Maria Ren

Dear Mom and Dad, Auntie and grandparents,

thank you so much for supporting me
throughout the years. I'm so grateful for

everything you gave me, and helping me
through all the hardships I faced. Thanks to all

the teachers who believed in me, especially

Mr.Niven, Ms.Alexander. Mr.Morrissey,

Ms.Ford. Ms. Messenger, Ms.Luke, Ms.

Faulstich, Mr.Sunderland. Mr. Donnelly,

Ms.Prichett and Ms.Irving. Thank you all for

encouraging me and giving me confidence in

class. I could not imagine having achieved

what I did without your help! You have

inspired me to be who I am, and made my
four-year journey in Bedford High School so

much better! Thanks to all my friends who has

supported me throughout my high school years

and thank you all for your hugs, smiles, jokes,

and memories!

Kira Perzel Mandell

I swear, between college essays and this,

people are obsessed with strict word limits. It's

kind of insane that this is all over. And now
I'm going to be super cheesy and say how
much some of you have made me who I am
today. Aww how heart felt. But for real, there

have been some awesome times. My drama

club friends, my musical buddies, my history

fair loves. You know who you are. We've all

gotten so incredibly close, sometimes maybe
too close for comfort, and now, we're about to

be scattered across the country. And of course,

I'm supposed to thank my family. You guys

have been there the whole time, whether that

was a good thing or a bad thing. Mom, Dad,

Jordan, Trixie. I love you all. So off we go,

traveling into the great unknown, but we'll

always carry the experiences we had together

as we joumey on. I know, cheesy again. It's

been real Bedford, so long 2014. Good luck,

and au revoir.

Brian Ricci

I would like to start off by thanking my
parents and my sister Emily. My parents have

stayed by my side through good times and bad

and have always been behind me in everything

I do. I love them both and having them with

me in my joumey through high school was

nothing short of a blessing. High School has

been an amazing experience but it would

never have been this unforgettable without the

friends I was lucky enough to meet and grow

close to. Thank you Joey and your mother

Laura for being like a second family to me. No
matter how many times I say thank you, you

will never understand how much I truly

appreciate everything you have done. To all

the coaches and teachers who helped me along

the way and never gave up on me, thank you

for your hard work and sacrifice. It really is

true that high school is some of the best years

of your life and I was lucky enough to enjoy

them here at BHS.

Jackson Pitner

I'm sitting here trying to come up with

something to write and all I can say is that I'm

at a loss for words, which, as you all know,

says a lot. Wow, I'm actually a senior. I want

to thank all my friends and family for being

there and helping me through high school

these past four years. To my Mom and Dad.

thanks for everything. I also want to thank my
teachers for helping me become a more

attentive student. To all my friends, we had a

great ride through high school. As we walk

forward into adulthood, we'll take with us the

days of Bedford that made us who we are

today. Thank you all for being a part of that

journey with me. You guys rock!

Hannah Grace Rosinski

Mom and Bob-I can't thank you enough for

everything you've done for me. You have

always stood by me and supported my
decisions. You've taught me the value of hard

work, and I will take that with me wherever I

go. Dad-Words can't describe how thankful I

am to have you in my life. We have gone

through so much together and you're my best

friend. Thank you for never giving up on me
and always believing in me. JKWCHH-
Whether we are laughing until we cry or

fighting over something stupid, I love you all

to death. You make me who I am and for that I

can't thank you enough. Friends-I can't

believe we are finally here. We have been

through so much together. It hasn't always

been easy, but it has made us who we are

today. I know we are all going amazing places

and are going to do great things. Thank you

for the memories and the ones to come. Good
luck 2014!
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Margaret Rubin

Wow. Senior year. I have many people to

thank for getting this far, starting with my
family. Thank you for pushing me to go

farther than I ever thought possible, for

making sure that I was ready to go at the

beginning of each day and for bailing me out

when 1 had trouble keeping it together. We
don't always see eye to eye, but I wouldn't be

who I am today without you. I have to thank

my friends for supporting me and accepting

me for who I am. You guys are the glue that

holds me together and I couldn't have made it

without you. Most of all, thank you to all my
teachers. I was lucky to have such amazing

people as you build the foundation for the rest

of my life. I can never thank any of you

enough.

I'm thankful for the life I have. My family let

me be myself, gave me books, showed me
different places, and listened to my thoughts.

Reminding me to stay compassionate,

accepting, and brave, my parents knew the

right things to say. Teachers showed me it

takes risk and tenacity to achieve success.

However the lesson that impacted me most

was from Mr. DeChellis: always pursue my
dreams. While I have more to discover, more

dreams to finally catch—I couldn't have done

it without those dear to my heart. My family

has been encouraging and supportive, but my
friends have helped shape who I am as well.

People such as Wade Hetland, Jessica

Prescott, Romero Clements, and others have

constantly told me to keep writing, and to

continue making memories. To everyone who
believed in me: it means the world. It's been

an amazing adventure. Now that it's finally

time to start one on my own, I know I can do

anything I set my mind to. It's all thanks to

you all. Qui audet adipiscitur.

Dylan Scharff

To everyone that kept it real.

Aishwarya Shah

First and foremost, I want to begin by thanking

my parents who have always been there for

me. My parents have always put me first and

done so much for me that it's impossible for

me to thank them enough. They've been with

me through all the ups and downs and have

always encouraged me to do my best. If it

weren't for them, I would not be the person I

am now. Next, I would like to thank my
friends whom I have shared so many good

times with over these past four years. I

couldn't have made it without you guys! Next,

I would like to give a big THANK YOU to my
teachers. I have learned so much from all my
teachers in these past four years, and everyone

has always been extremely supportive and

helpful! Finally, I would like to congratulate

everyone in the class of 2014! !

!

Adam Silbert Marlena Simoneau

I
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Miranda Skurla

First of all, I would like to thank my family.

Thank you mom and dad for being so good to

me for all of these years. You guys have

always gone out of your way to do things for

me and that does not go unnoticed. Thank you

to my older brother David for being an

excellent role model and a great brother. My
older cousins, aunts and uncles, you guys are

the best. My younger cousins, you are the

future! My close friends, thank you for being

there for me. Coach Boschetto. Coach Berlino,

Gunnar, Tillz and Leroy, you guys have all

made me into not just a better soccer player

but a better person. Also, of course, thank you

to all of my teachers - especially Ms. Flannery.

Mr. Morrissey, and Mr. Berlino. Thank you to

Ms. Ford as well for always believing in me
and helping me get to where I am today.

Over the course of my time throughout the

Bedford school system there are many people

that have helped me, and many amazing

opportunities have been given to me. First I

would like to thank all of my teachers at

school and Callahan's Karate for believing and

helping to guide me in every way that they

could. Thank you to all of my friends who
stood by me in the good and the bad. Thank

you to my family, for pushing me farther than

I thought I could go and for standing by me
through thick and thin and always giving me
their love and support. Also I want to thank

my twin for always being there when I needed

her. I would especially like to thank the music

department for giving me a place where I can

do what I love and be myself. They gave me a

unique chance to be drum major and a leader

of my peers. Bedford High School will always

be a special place for me.

Thanks first to my mom and dad for absolutely

everything, for teaching me to think for

myself, reach for the stars, and remember what

is truly important. Thanks to my forever best

friend and twin Marlena, and my amazing little

sister Julia. I can never repay you all for the

support, love, and opportunities you give me.

Thanks to all of my friends who have helped

me through laughs, tears, and everything in

between. We share amazing memories, and

I'm so lucky to have you all! Thank you to my
teachers! You have taught me to think, argue,

create, and imagine, inspiring me in

everything I do, and in how I hope to live my
life. Thanks to everyone at my dance studio, in

band, and in my other activities; each group is

like another fun family. I'm grateful for the

BHS and Bedford communities, and for my
nearly 18 years of incredible experiences so

far. You all have filled me with faith and fight,

and made me someone I am proud to be today.

First, I want to thank my friends for making

even the most stressful of times fun. You
always brighten my day and I'm lucky to have

had such great friends and classmates at BHS.

I also want to thank my coaches. Mr.

Walsh and Mr. Hebert, for pushing me to

perform my best on the softball field and the

cross-country course. Because of you, practice

is always something to look forward to at the

end of the day.

I would like to thank every one of my
teachers for inspiring me to be more engaged

in class and more excited about the subject

matter. I am grateful for everything that you

do to help us students learn and grow as

people.

Lastly, I want to thank my parents. I

can't explain how wonderful and supportive

they have been throughout my entire life, and I

am forever grateful to them for helping me
become the person I am today. I couldn't have

made it through high school as well as I did

without you two.
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Cameron Smith

Thanks Mom & Dad. Thanks Fellas. See you

guys around.

Colleen Smith

Thank you to all the people who have

influenced my life. Being a military child 1

have met so many different people who have

helped shape me into the person I am today.

There are memories and once in a lifetime

opportunities that have come my way and I'm

so thankful for them. I especially want to say

thank you to my parents who have guided me
on this path, supported me through hard times

and given me so many chances to become a

better person. I also want to thank my sister

who has always shown support and love.

Jin-Woo Song

I would like to thank dad and mom for your

support and encouragement over the past

eighteen years of my life. I have learned a lot.

It would have been impossible without your

help too, aunt. I wish I can return your

dedication and efforts for my high school life,

though I would never be fully able to give

back what you have provided for me. I would

like to thank all my teachers and advisors for

academically challenging us throughout the

school year. Your efforts changed me as a

student and as a person. I wish all of the class

of 2014 good luck, and we will never forget

the memories we have made as a school

community for the past four years. Thank you

BHS.

Jeffrey Taylor

I can't even begin to write thank you to

anyone without first mentioning my parents.

Mom and Dad, you have shown me how to be

a better person every single day, taught me
much more than I could ever learn in school

and have gotten me to where I am today, and

for that I am forever grateful. Nick, you have

always been a tremendous example and

someone that was always hard to follow, in the

best way possible, thanks for being one of my
best friends and a great brother. To all the

BHS teachers and coaches I've had over the

years, thanks for making my high school

experience truly fantastic. And finally, I want

to thank all of my friends, who always were

there for me and taught me to truly appreciate

life. Wherever it takes us, I will truly cherish

our time together.

Joseph Towle

I'd like to thank my coaches for showing me
how to be a better player, teammate, and

person. My teammates, for being great friends,

people I can count on, and over the past 4

years you've inspired me to be better for you

guys. My friends, for always being there for

me. To my teachers, for challenging me to

improve myself. And most of all my parents

for always keeping me focused and going on

the right path, I love you guys.

Eva Ugelow

After four years of High School, that period of

our lives is coming to a close. More than just

late nights of endless homework, although

there was plenty, BHS has been a place where

I have developed my personality, interests, and

just plain ol" grown up. Thank you so much to

the teachers who have inspired me, and the

friends and family who have supported me and

made my time at BHS a success. I couldn't

have done it without you. I will miss all the

fun times from the Softball team, the musicals

Footloose and OOTI, and, although I hate to

say it, history fair. I will always carry the

memory of blue and white paint splattered

faces laughing and dashing across the field;

the students of BHS coming together as a

community. I am proud to be a member of the

graduating class of BHS. And just remember

this: Be yourself, because everyone else is

already taken.

Malika Sud

'""You miss 100% of the shots you don't take."

-Wayne Gretzky' - Michael Scott" -

Thank you, Mom, for 17 years of love and

support-I will miss you, your jokes, your

wisdom, and your incredible food more than

you know. Dad, for encouraging me to be my
best self since day one and for fostering my love

of learning via on-demand B&N trips; Ishaan.

for putting up with me 24/7 (mostly without

complaint); Pallavi, for providing invaluable

advice, good music, great memories, and (often

unknowingly) your clothes-you'll always be

my best friend. Thanks to my teachers,

especially Mr. Sunderland, Mrs. Morrison, and

Mr. JD. Thanks to my friends for always

listening, for Chinese takeout and Netflix

marathons, for "hfyr", for real-talking, for entire

conversations using 3 Emojis or less, for driving

around aimlessly and living with me. Special

thanks to Maddie, who has truly kept me sane

for the past four years-taco-flavored kisses to

you, always. Lastly, thanks to 2014 and to BHS
for four years I will never forget.

Tina Unwalla

To my Mom and Daddy, I thank you with a

heart full of gratitude. I am forever grateful for

all of the sacrifices you both have made for

me. Your encouragement and advice have

always led me to the right direction. You both

have provided me with endless opportunities

to challenge myself, and I owe any success I

have achieved to your unwavering support. I

thank you for your never ending love,

guidance, and support. To Burges, I am truly

blessed to have you as my older brother. You
have always brought laughter and an endless

amount of smiles to my face. Thank you for

always being there for me. To all my friends in

Philadelphia and to all the new friendships I

have made, our memories will always remain

with me and I thank you all for your love.

"Strength does not come from physical

capacity. It comes from an indomitable will."

-Mahatma Gandhi
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Baby Pictures

& Senior Thanks

Natalie Vatcher

First, and most importantly, I need to thank my
Mommy and Daddy. I am so grateful to have

your never-ending love and support. Thank

you for encouraging me to chase my dreams

and for always being there with kindness and

understanding when things don't go as

planned. I love you two so so much and I can't

thank you enough. Pook, thank you for

reminding me to have fun, and for always

making me laugh. I am so lucky you're my big

brother. Thank you to all my friends in

Bedford and beyond. Shout out to my girls

since DC: Sarah, Rebecca, and Julie. Thank

you to Kate for starting countless rumbles with

me, and for being an incredible person and an

even more incredible friend. Thank you to all

of my teachers especially JD. Donnelly,

Leshay, Faulstich. Grunny, and Sundo. Thanks

to Angela for helping to make my dream a

reality. Finally, thank you to all of the above

and so many more for your help along the

way. I'm so excited!!!

Jason Wang

First of all, I would like to thank my family.

Thank you mom and dad for being so good to

me for all of these years. You guys have

always gone out of your way to do things for

me and that does not go unnoticed. Thank you

to my older brother David for being an

excellent role model and a great brother. My
older cousins, aunts and uncles, you guys are

the best. My younger cousins, you are the

future! My close friends, thank you for being

there for me. Coach Boschetto, Coach Berlino,

Gunnar, Tillz and Leroy, you guys have all

made me into not just a better soccer player

but a better person. Also, of course, thank you

to all of my teachers - especially Ms. Flannery,

Mr. Morrissey, and Mr. Berlino. Thank you to

Ms. Ford as well for always believing in me
and helping me get to where I am today.

Nevin Vidyarthy

It has been a wonderful 4 years here at BHS
with the support of everyone around me. Mom
and Dad, there's no way I would be where I

am right now if it wasn't for you guys. Both of

you pushed me and always made me do the

best I could. Whenever I needed help with any

assignments you guys were always there to

give me support and suggestions. Without any

of that help and motivation I don't know
where I would be right now. Ethan my bro.

you also helped me out a lot and always

showed me support to do my best in anything I

tried. I also want to thank all my teachers

throughout my years of high school for being

there to help me and make me do my best.

Additionally, to all my friends I want to say

thanks for all the good memories and times

that we spent together. I'm going to miss all

you guys at BHS but I'll never forget all the

fun times here!

Philip Weissman

Mom. Dad, we have fought countless times in

the past and although it has been a bumpy road

to get to where I am today, I know that I

would have never made it this far without your

help. When I was younger, I regarded you

both as tyrannical dictators trying to ruin my
life. I couldn't have been more wrong. I'm

starting to realize more and more that you just

want the best for me. Looking back, I'm

beginning to appreciate just how much support

I have received from you both my whole life.

Whether it was moving to a new town or being

cut from the middle school travel team, you

have always been there for me. Although there

are a few friends and maybe a teacher or two

that I could have talked about in the short

amount of space I have here, I know that you

two are my biggest advocates. I love and am
thankful of you both more than I can ever

hope to describe on here.

Evan Vient

I would like to thank all of those who helped

me reach here, I know I can be difficult at

times, and I honestly will not miss this place.

But never the less, the amount of time and

energy those whom believed in me took to

push me forward is beyond appreciation. I am
really glad that I had such wonderful people

help me along this tough road (even if I don't

always show it). Thanks to: Ms. Gisone, Mr.

Alprin, Ms. Ford, Ms. Alexander , John &
Catherine Vient, Jamal McCabe, Wikipedia,

Google

Thank you all so much for the support and

advice through the years, I hope that all of you

have a bright future, and remember, keep

strong, keep moving, never give in.

Allister Williams

Stacy and Aki, 1 would like to thank you both

so much for supporting me throughout the

years. I'm so grateful for everything that you

have shown and given me and I could not have

done it without you and your tough love. I

appreciate that and I love you both a lot. Erica,

thank you for always staying by my side

throughout our difficulties, love you more than

anything. I want to thank BHS for accepting

me into their community sophomore year and

Coach Byrnes for giving me opportunities to

reach a higher level. And I would like to thank

Nate Walters and the Walters family for

allowing me into their home and showing

unconditional love.

Nathan Walters

Thanks, Mom, Dad and Zack. Thanks Sandy,

Jabe, Heg, Hayes, Sands, Ally, Dak, Claspie,

Ethan man and bear. You guys are my fellers

and I'll never forget the good times we had.

Jerome Freedman

Lauren Winn
It's finally our time, 2014! Thank you for

being with me every step of the way. Because

of you, I have memories that will last a

lifetime. Mom, you're my best friend and you

always will be. There is no one who could

possibly compare to you. I will always be

grateful for you. I love you up to the moon and

back. Dad, you never fail to crack me up and I

see a lot of you in most of the things I do.

Hopefully, I don't lose that. Jamie & Chris, I

don't know what I would've done without you

for all these years. You always improve my
day. Love you forever. Thank you Mr. Niven,

you're the best teacher I've ever had. I'm so

privileged to have had you for three years. To

the Crew - let's always be friends. CD, ED,

JN, SM

"So much of me, is made from what I learned

from you. You'll be with me, like a handprint

on my heart." "Wicked The Musical"
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Khalil Withrow

Thanks for providing me with an education

that is vastly greater than that of one I would

have gotten had I stayed in the last state I was

at. I believe going to BHS was possibly the

best thing I could have had happen to me in

the last 17 years.

My gratitude.

Khalil

Noel Zamot
I'll start with my family: thank you to my
parents, Noel and Diane for raising me right.

You taught me first and foremost that I'm not

entitled to anything. I have to go and get it

myself. Thanks to Cam. who's probably going

to have a great time when I leave. No but

seriously have fun, thanks for the competition

in everything. And of course thank you Max,

for being a true man's best friend. People

whom I'd also like to mention: Mr. Robert

Garrison, Lt. Col. Kevin "Kato" Allred, Coach

Paul, Lei Tanahashi. David Druga, and many
of my high school teachers. To my true

friends, abroad and here at Bedford, thanks for

taking me in as a Bedfordite. To the

underclassmen, don't let Bedford become

Deadford! And finally, to all my family that

has served in the military: soon the day will

come that I follow your example instead of

your advice.

Joseph Zampell

I'm going to start off by thanking my mom
who has literally done everything for me my
whole life. To my wonderful family, thank you

so much for all the love and support you have

given me throughout my life and believing in

me so I could believe in myself. I want to

thank all my friends and especially my
girlfriend Nina and my best friend Brian and

his family who have done so much for me.

Thank you to coach Belcher and the rest of the

football coaching staff, coach Olson and coach

French, all have been great mentors and role

models for me. Also coach Jeff McGrath who
helped tutor me in math. Lastly, I want to

thank my father and grandfather, who
unfortunately aren't here to see me graduate

but I know they are proud of me. These past 4

years at BHS have been incredible and all of

you helped me get to where I am today.



Baby Pictures

William Eliason Daniel Fay David Gardner III Julianne Gilbert

Demetra Green Philip Harrison Robert Hildreth Rebecca Jew

Connor Maurice Alicia Mortenson Ogochukwu Nwodoh Wesley Osborne
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Congrats Kayla! Your name means pure joy/happiness and that is what

you have brought to all our lives.

WE LOVE YOU!
Love, Mom, Dad, Talia and Avi Kayla Miller

Tyler
Charron

Congratulations Tyler!

We love you!

TW&mM. tjcru- for

Lcns&j Joy

Life, i/> a. jou^rv^ey.

TK^6 i/> ovUy tU-e>

Oov^tiyv^uJt yow fMvttv

UK. LjOTA^i^if \oJt£/MM>Jt

We 6EUEVE IN YOU

Wufiv Lo-v-tj

M<rm. & Dcut

Life is full of tough choices,

but the rewards are sweet!



Class President (2009-2014)

The true leader serves. Serves people. Serves their best interests. In doing so, he will not

always be popular, and may not always impress. Because a true leader is motivated by

loving concern and not a desire for personal glory, he is willing to pay the price.

Eugene B. Habecker

The Other Side ofLeadership

The manner of a king is sure

Soft-spoken are his words

Leading by his actions pure

His message thus is heard

A king is not unerring

Certainly has his flaws

But a king is all-inspiring

Working tirelessly for the cause

Friend to those left outcast

Strength for those found weak

Care for those afflicted

Voice for those too meek
KMD-2014

J

District School Committee, Principal's Advisory Committee, National Youth

Leadership, Rotary Youth Leadership, President of Best Buddies and National

Conference Participant, Chairman of Relay for Life, National Society of High

School Scholars, Good Citizenship Award, Integrity Award, Youth Ministry

Ben - We Love You So Much.

We Are So Very Proud Of The Person You Are And All That You Do!

The World Awaits You!!



VICTORIAANNA BARRY
You have

always been a

Faithful,

loving and

hardworking

daughter.

Everything

you do is from

your heart and

soul. It has

been our delight to watch you

mature into the kind, selfless, caring young lady

that you are! Your brothers and sister are very

proud ofyou! We know you have a bright future

ahead of you. God has truly

blessed us with you. May He
continue to watch over and

guide you as you choose your

life's path.

"Angel ofGod" xoxo

Love,

Mom, Dad, Tim Jr.,

Elizabeth & Greg

As soon as I saw you,

I knew an adventure

was going to happen.

— Winnie the Pooh

CD

c Q.

CD

Congratulations

Maddie!

Love, Mom & Dad

Leah, Jack & Louie

We have always been, and always will be, so very proud of you!

Wherever you go, wherever we may be -when we are together, we
are home.

"Go confidently in the direction ofyour dreams.

Live the life you have imagined."

- Henry David Thoreau

Love,

Mom, Dad, Cameron, and Max (the Wonder Dog)
Noel Zamot

yv,'.

^^''^1^

ft aW
mmm

Maya Biswas
Congratulations Maya. Great job at BHS.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Sarita, & Ben
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Josh Blakeley

Congratulations Josh! It's been a heck ofa ride so far! We can't wait to see

the next chapter. Whateveryou choose to do, we know you will achieve

great success. With your intelligence andyour work ethic, the sky's the limit.

We will always be here foryou, your biggest supporters, and most of all, we
will always love you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Sam and Luke

Sam Bradford
We are amazed by your self-motivation,

dedication and incredible work ethic to

always doyour best in everythingyou set out

to do. You are truly a wonderful son, brother

and friend. Your display of kindness and

empathy to all will never go unnoticed. We
are tremendously proud of all thatyou have

accomplished and look forward to your

achievements in the future.

We Live you ,u> very much.

Mom, Dad, "Bubbv", Alex and Jackie

' To give anything less than your best is to

sacrifice the gift." -Sfeve Prefontaine

* I

Ronia Hurwitz

We laud your
accomplishments
and celebrate

your diligence

and hard work.

We are so proud
of you.

Love,

Mom, Dad and Addie
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Nicole,

CONGRATULATIONS!!!

We are VERY proud of you!

There are so many happy memories

that we will always cherish and will

bring a tear to our eyes when
we think back to them...

your first beautiful smile, word, step, laugh

to your first of many wonderful friends

and a multitude of experiences.

Bring these memories with you

wherever life takes you...

We are going to miss watching you

dance, play basketball, field hockey and LAX.

May your childhood "playhouse" dreams
turn into your tomorrow's realities.

We know you will shine and triumph over

whatever lies ahead.

We wish you all the best in achieving your

future goals, finding love, happiness

and success along the way.

Don't lose that laugh :-)

Remember to always:

"KEEP CALM and CARRY ON"

All our love,

Mommy & Daddy
XOXOXO
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Your determination and hard work makes us very proud.

We know that you can accomplish whatever you set

your mind to. Follow your passion, your heart and

believe in yourself. We will always be there for you.

om, Dad and Mike Kaitlin Buccolo

Matt
Barbieri
Never lose your spirit,

energy and smile! Continue
to believe in yourself and
enjoy your journey through

life. We will always be there

to support you as you
pursue your dreams.

Love,

Mom, Dad and Rachel

Gregory,

CONGRATULATIONS! We are so proud of the respectable and compassionate young man you have grown up to become. It has been

amazing watching you grow from a quiet and sweet boy to a confident and strong man. Thank you for all the special memories along the

way, from the soccer fields to basketball courts to baseball fields, we enjoyed every minute watching you compete and challenge yourself.

You brought such excitement and fun to our family and we are so blessed to have you as our son. We know you have a great future ahead

of you and we are so excited to see where life takes you next. Just always remember to work hard, be true to yourself, follow your heart and

trust in God to lead the way! Just know that your family loves you more than words can express and we are always here for you to lend a

listening ear or offer a bit of advice. This is just the beginning more success is headed your way!

All our love and blessings,

Dad, Mom, Nicolle and Danielle xo Gregory Hickox
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Nicole
Charette

Enjoy Life

Have Hope
Be Strong

Remember
You are Loved

Mom, Dad + Jessi

Jeff
Taylor

"You're on the move!

You have brains in your head.

You have feet in your shoes.

You can steeryourself in any

direction you choose.

"

- Dr. Seuss

Indulge your delight,

openness and natural

impulse to explore -

near and far.

We love you and are

so proud of you.

Congratulations!

Mom, Dad, Nick and

Sparky
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CONGRATULATIONS

LAUREN

WE LOVE YOU!!!

MOM, DAD,

DEREK, KEVIN & SCOTT
Lauren Johnson

CONGRATULATIONS JKUK
we are extvewA-ely proud of you awd your accom.pLtsM^ekvts!

We adenine your dedication avui determu^atuM, to succeed.

TViniA^e you. for your bright si^uLe, wovuierful sen.se of kuvuor

avui the ewdLess Love Rkvdjoy that yout brivuj to our -family.

we Love yon! mo**., t>ad and enca

From bob/ to

kindergartner to senior -

passionate, goofy, loving,

empathetic, smart and
fun. We are so proud of

you! From the kid who
performed plays for the

neighborhood, to

musician, to thespian, to

AP scholar, to student who
took changing schools in

stride. We can't wait to

see what your passion

does for the world!

Love, Mom, Dad,
Angela and Sam

Alicia Faith Mortenson

de-ter-mi-na-tion:

Hannah Rosinski

So Very Proud!

with love,
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The Bedford Athletic Association

congratulates the Class of 2014 for then-

success in both the classroom

and on the athletic fields of Bedford.

Brennan
LaGrass
Brennan, My Bay B. my #13

I love you with every breath I take.

Thank you for becoming the man
I always knew you would be.

Love you to the Moon and Back,

Mom, Dad & Casey

Maddi&
OVonnell
Loyal and true

Confident and dioughtful

Strong, steady, sure

Wishing you happiness

and success

With love.

Mom. Hannah and Finn

alt

4

Congratulations Dakota (Rolling Thunder)
You've played many parts, from grass dancer to baseball player to choral & a capella singer to

defensive lineman, but we know you best as brother and son. "For every door that closes, another

one opens..." May you have many doors to choose from in your future. We send much love to our

creative, talented, athletic, and smart young man. Make good choices!

V Mama, Cheyenne, Sequoya, Savannah, & Indigo
Dakota Fox Tree McGr;
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Brian Ricci

1

Congratulations Brian!
We are so proud of you and all that you have accomplished. You are a

wonderful son, brother and friend. We have enjoyed watching you evolve

and become the person you are today and look forward to all the good

things the future holds for you.

We love you very much.

Love, Mom, Dad and Emily

Stephen
Kaufmann
Stephen, it has brought

us such joy to watch you

grow. We're so proud of

how far you've come.

Lots of love always,

Mom, Dad, Tim and Heather

P<Z7ZlZe, Marlena Simoneau
you've become!

Always keep your

indomitable spirit

and glowing smile

as you pursue your

goals.

Love,

Mom, Dad,
Michaela, & Julia

We couldn't be more

proud of your intense

drive and amazing

achievements.

Follow your dreams

and have some fun on

the way!

Love,

Mom, Dad,

Marlena & lulia

Michaela Simoneau

! M
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Eric Pappas
You impress us every day

and every way from

Bedford to Dallas and back.

We are so proud of you and

the man you have become.

We love you,

Mom, Dad
Alpxa and Ruddha

i

l ilV ,\Ll. Ullu l^UVivtllU

Thank you to Ann MacDonald,

Editor-in-Chief for a job well done!!

Thank you to all the students who

put in endless hours to make the

201 4 yearbook a success!!

All the best

Mrs. Santos

i

Margaret Rubin
To be yourself in a world that is constantly trying to make you

something else is the greatest accomplishment."

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Congratulations Maggie!

We love you,

Mom & Dad

Jackson Pitner
You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself

any direction you choose! - Dr. Seuss

Jackson, we are so proud of you and we love you best in the world!

Mama, Georgia & Dad
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Joey Zampell
Congratulations! I am so proud of you and all your

accomplishments. Love, Mom

Samantha
Liang

Samantha - We are so

proud of you for all of

your accomplishments.

You are a great person

and have grown into a

beautiful young lady.

We wish you the best in

college and all your

future endeavors.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Devin,

Ethan and Harrison

Katie O'Connor
We are so very proud of you and very excited for all that lies ahead

Have fun sweet girl and cherish each moment as you "live the life

you love."

We love you!

Mom, Dad, Vic, Laura, john,

McKenna, Sam, Thomas, Cody and Abel
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Congrats Class of 2014!

'pnotn t&e StaJ^ at ^cctlittyfoa Studios

99 Cambridge St Burlington,MA 01803. 781.272.4700

www.burlingtonstudios.net

Best of Luck

to the Class

of 2014!!!!

The yearbook staff.

Congratulations,

Analisa,

Jackson, Kayla,

Lauren, Nicole,

Samantha L.

and

Samantha C.

Best of Luck!!!!

Ms. Curran,

Ms. Santos

"Mama",

&

Mr. Morrissey

"Paco"
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